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99 boff les of Beer Bmh 
Bacar~i Flavors ~~25 80's Ha'1r Band 
Humcanes $1 50 . . I 
-, ~ $1 50 Hurricanes 
-~lf"$175 Coors·Lt. bt. 
Dorothy' $225Captain Morgan 
Doors open at• 11 :30 on· Sunday 
for NFL Sunda Jicket . 
DAILY EovmAN 
NATlONAJ NF\VS 
Human remains found 
likely from WTC 
NEW YORK ·(AP) -.Human bones and tissue found 
:~ea ~e~~;j t~eb~ t~:~r~J~d;f fh~\~~~~:~~dto 
years ago. 
· Nine pieces, mostly bone and some tissue, were dis-
covered Monday aftemoon by workers helping repair.the 
25-story landmark built in 1907, which was heavil"( dam-
ailed by trade center debris and has bel'n dosed smce the 
disaster. The building is located about a block from where · 
the south tower stood. 
Ellen Borakove, a spokeswoman for the city mediCdl 
:~i:;i~:;t!:~;~~~d~b!~!tn~~::t:1\~~e:: ~!~~~~! 
from a person or pevplr: who died in the attack. 
The jetliner aashes and subsequent collapses of 
~~o~~~~~i!C:!:. ~/~~~ar;:/;~r~~:nndrbi:;:~s 
away. Part of a staiiwell from the south tower landed on 
the roof of the same building where remains were found 
Monday. 
City officials say 2,792 people were lost in the attack; 
about 55 percent have been identified, most by DNA. The 
majcrity of the nearly 20,000 pieces recovered did not ini-
tially yield readable DNA resul~ because of dam~g~ from 
INTERNATIONAL NEWS 
Al-Jazeera airs purported 
.bin Laden tape 
(CNN) - On the eve of the second anniversary of the 
Sepl 11 attacks, Arabic-language news network Al-Jazeera 
broadcast Wednesday what it said was a new videotape of 
al Qaeda leader Osama bin Laden and his top deputy and 
audio \'Oiceovers urging Muslims in Iraq to "devour the 
Americans.• 
In the audiotape accompanf'lg the video, a voice 
purported to be that of bin Laden's chief deputy, Ayman 
al-Zawahiri, warned that the battle with the United States 
was far from over and eJhorted fighters in Iraq to "bury 
1th~;~;~~i:r !I~J~jvzt~~h}ri~iso said the United 
Stales has so far experienced "just the first skirmishes" and 
not yet begun to realize the true volume of its Cdsualtics. 
NEWS 
heat, humidity and degradation over time. : 
After the excavation of the 16-aae site ended in June 
2002, firefighters and police searched for human remains 
in several of the nearby buildings and found bone frag-
ments, teeth and even_ parts of an airplane lugg~ge rack. 
Jayson Blair sells tell-all book 
NEW YORK (CNN) - Fonner New York Times 
reporter Jayson Blair, who was dismissed earlier this year 
for plaf.iarism and fabrication, has sold his story to a Los 
Angel=based publishing house. 
The New Millennium Press will release Blai(s book on 
March 9 with the title "Burning Down My Maste(s House: 
My Life at the New York Times.• 
A sour~e involved with the deal said the book will 
cover Blai(s entire life, culminating in his editors' discov-
ery that many of his artides used sto,en material or were 
partial works of fiction. The book will also focus on Blai(~ 
post-scandal experiences, as well as delving briefly into .. 
family history. . · · 
The Blair scandal raised questions of how the Times 
editors had overlooked dear signs that Blair was faltering 
and whether race played a role in excusing his mistakes. 
The book will talk about the role race did and did not play 
in his time there, said Blair, who is black. The source said 
lllai(s advance was well into six figures. 
· "Those fighters in Iraq. we greet them and salute them 
and support them and ask God to bless their efforts and 
their bravery in fighting the crusaders, and we tell them 
God is with you and the nation is supporting you, depend 
and rely on God and attack and devour the Americans and 
bury them in the graveyard of Iraq.• the voice said. 
It warned, "the real battle has not started yeL Prepare 
yourself for the punishment for your crimes.•. · 
The videotape on Al-Jazeera showed bin Laden and 
k~~a:i~e:~~l:r~ea Jd~tah~~~:s~~~~ 1i~;tl 
Jazeera speculated it could have been in April or May. 
It's also undear when the audiotape statements were 
recorded. 
pra~~ ~ee ~~1tJ!Phiiaack~~~~~;st~d ~:11t~~::i~~~ the 
World Trade Center, Pentagon and a Pennsylvania field 
two years .ago, killing more than 3,000 people. 







Partly cloudy 84/66 
Chance of rain 82/64 
Chance of rain 78/54 
Partly cloudy .71/51 
Partly cloudy. 74/54. 
Average high: 81 
Average tow: 57 
Thursday's hi/loW: 103/ 41 
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CALENDAR 
Today 
University ROTC Program 
Flag-raising ceremony for SepL 11 
7:20 a.m. 
Lentz Flag Pole (Thompson Point) 
Department of Radio and Television 
International Music Exchange meeting 
5 p.m. 
Communications Building room 1016 
SIU Cyding dub . 
Mountain bike group ride 
5:45 p.m. 
U.S. 51 !railhead of Cedar Lake 
POI.ICE REPORTS 
No items to report. 
The. DAIL y EGYPTIAN' the student-run newspaper ofSIUC, is ~m~ittcd to being a trusted SOUICC of 
information, commentary and public dis<:?ursc while helping readers understand the issues affecting their lives. 
NEWS DAILY EovmAN · 
Pplicy provides students· _, 
primary health care providers 
Allows continuity 
in t;eatments 
Valerie N. Donnals 
Daily Egyptian 
a!l appointment, making the service Bigogno said the changes 
C?mparable to urgent can:. were implemented as a . result of 
Student Health Programs students' requests for continuity in 
Director Chef)i Presley said the· their health care. l\fany were tired 
goal has always been to schedule of having to explain their medic:il : 
students on the same day regard· history c-.i.ch 'time they went in for a · 
less of their ailments. Under the follow-up appointment. · 
new system, instead of h.uing two" The system is designed to make 
Alex Pepin · sat in the waiting separate groi:fS of doctors covering 1hc proccn more specific and more 
room of Student Health Services uq,-cnt care :ind routine patients, specialized to individual students. 
\Vcdncs.day wi1h fo,: other stu- they all treat a few of each. They follow the same process for 
dents, each wailing to sec a doctor "Each provider will now t:ike a making appointments, although 
or nurse who could help 1hcm · with certain amount of more urgent care now they arc given their rtgiilar 
their various cold,, sprains and patients with' the hopes of crcat· ·. provider. 
other:iilments. ing a connection ,vith a student," Bigognosaidifthereisaproblcm 
But unlike previous-semesters, Presley said. "\Ve feel it is easier or conflict ,vith the doctor, students 
each sn.dent prob:ibly was going to for somebody to form .a rchtionship can request a different provider. 
be able to sec the same doctor they. · .withonedoctorinsteadofl0.,Then,. They would also be able to choose 
saw on their first visit. they will feel more comfortable and whom they sec if their doctor gets 
·An undecided freshman from Sr. don't h:1,i: to tell thdr story over and sick or is on vacation. The clinic· 
Louis, Pepin has been coming to the m-.:r again.• . is staffed with h:ilf male and h:ilf 
clinic regularly for the past monlh Rcbccc:i Harding, a junior in fcma1c doctors, so the students can 
for allergy shots. Under a new dcnt:il hygiene from St. Louis, said choose whom they would feel more 
system for f: .Niding healt.h care, she had a cold and wu at the clinic comfortable seeing. · 
she h:is been able to sec 1he nurses for the second time this semester. Presley considered the system to 
under the same doctor each visit. However, she chose not to request be the logic:il next step to transition 
"It builds up the comfort lcn:I the same doctor, opting instead for into the new health building, which 
and adds more trust to be able to sec the first doctor av:iilab!e. is scheduled for completion by the 
the same [medical provider] C\i:ry "It is a good id(.-:i if you feel end of summer 2004. They had 
time; Pepin said. comfortable with only one person,· ,v:ii1cd to implement it due to the 
The Student Health Programs but I'd rather get in the time that I lack of space in the current facility, 
Clinic began opcra1ing at the begin• want; Harding said. which pm·cnted room for many 
ning of the semester. like a primary Presley · said they arc stilt patients :it one time. By starting it 
care provider, which allows students working out the kinks in the nC\v now, they hope to make. the mm,: 
to repeatedly sec the same doctor. system, but C\·cntua!ly it should be more seamless. . 
Under the olp srtem, students were more efficient for students such u "Titis is the model that we start• 
assigned to whichm:r doctor was Harding. cd for the nC\v building; Bigogno · 
available. "Our goal is to get them seen said. "But we\·e left enough room 
B:irb Bigogno, administra1ivc immedia1cly; Presley said. "Titey to change and grow. This building 
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AMDEA ARNOLD - DAILY EC-YPTIAN nurse, said 1hc clinic used to ha,,: arc already juggling cluscs, jobs needs to last us." · 
an urgent care center and a section and families; he:\lth care can often 
for routine patients. HowC\i:r, the be last on the list, and we want to Rrporttr Valtrit N. Donnals 
routine patients were often schcd• · get them taken ere of so they can can bt rtachtd at 
uled the same day they catted. fo: do ~h~i: job more efficiently." • ,'.(ionnah@dailyegyptian'.com 
Oint Milliman, an SIU graduate student and member of the SIU 
Rodeo Team, practices his roping skills at the College of Agrirulture dub 
fair Wednesday afternoon. The Rodeo Team will hi!Ve its second annual 
rodeo scholarship Oct.' 3 an·d 4 at the Ou Quoin-State Fair grounds. . 
AintraltCOminuteJ:S lecltn ffi()r~ ~bout So:uthem Illinois 
Garbondale fe~tured cities in an effort to attract more business to Amtrak and to encourage touri•m. 
at Illinois Downstate Day 
Drew Stevens . 
Daily Egyptian 
Sara Berkcbigler, executive director of 
the Carbondale Chamber of Commerce, 
· • :ind Cynthia Fligcl, chamber ambassador, 
represented Carbondale. 
Com~uters arriving to a
0
nd departing · 
from Chicago's Union Station Wcdricsd:iy 
had the opportunity to learn about Southern 
Illinois communities during Illinois 
Downstate Day. · . 
Representatives from Carbondale, 
Champaign, Effingham an~ other south-
ern communities had the opportunity to 
distribute information about their respective 
Bcrkebigler said city representatives 
usually take part in this e\-ent, but because 
of scheduling conflicts, she was asked to 
participate. . 
This is a great opportuniry to show off 
what Carbondale has to offer; Berkehiglcr 
said. "People don't know that this is a very 
beautiful part of the: state." . 
A four-panel collage featuring different 
_areas of Carbondale. w:is on display. !,laps 
of Carbondale and informative· pamphlets 
on the city, SIU Athletics and the Alumni 
Association were given out. 
In hopes of attracting businesses .!o the 
city, pamphlets also included statistics :ind 
general information on what Carbondale has 
to offer. 
Anyone. who • ,·isited the Carbondale 
table was also given a chance to win an all-
cxpcnsc·paid trip to Carbondale, including 
two tickets on Amtrak :ind two tickets to an 
SIU men's basketball g~mc, made possible by 
SIU Athletic Director Paul Kowalczyk. 
Kowalczyk slid he was more than willing 
to get invohi:d wirli :.umcthing that would 
draw visitors to Carbondale. 
,":.mtrak sponsors this event every year, 
which has been held at least 4 or 5 years, 
according to Bcrkebiglcr. 
All Southern l11inois communities along 
Amtrak lines are invited to participate, but it 
is not mandatory that they do so. 
Berkebiglcr said she hoped to attract visi-
tors, students and businesses to Carbondale 
and expected to.handout 500 pamphlets to 
commuters. 
"Amtrak is vital 10 our University and it's 
very important to keep Amtrak available to 
our community." 
Rrpcrttr D= StttJnu can bt rtarhtd at 
dstcvcns@dailycgyptian.com 
TH.UNDER 6t LIGI-ITNING 2003 
Saturday, 6:00 p.m. ~-t ~c~~~rew. Stadium 
710 BOOl<STORE NIGHT 
·Salukis vs. Murray St. 
~ First 900. Fans Get a 
Free.?ig_;..out.Towel. 
41 
1 -~\lfl· Win a, great BB~ Grill. 
· 6.t~· Sign up at Game. 
•; f ~ i 
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NEWS 
PHOTO P'ROYIDl!:D IIY THE DEPARTMENT OP" Dl:P'IICNSIC 
American soldiers perched high above the fences at Camp X-ray in Guantanamo Bay, Cuba, survey the perimeter. The camp is one of many detention centers where 
prisoners of the War on Terrorism are being held. · 
PATRIOTAct of 
2001 creates mixed 
emotions in America 
Sweeping new leg~slation 
impacts citizens, immigrants 
Moustafa Ayad 
Daily Egyptain 
It is all encomP15sing, affecting the Am~rican 
citizen and the naturalized immigrant. It allows 
federal and local l.iw enfon.ement unprecedented 
I~ access to e\'erything Americans hold scared. 
From e-mails to messages left on .mswcring 
machines, all arc presumptions of guilt 
P.issed in an expeditious amount of time 
- six weeks - it was Amcrica"s response to 
unprovoked evil 
The world ;;topped that Tuesday morning 
and gawked. In pcrc awe, Americans across 
the nation stared aghast and unbelieving at 
their televisions. 
The events of the 
day would become 
pictures frozen in 
time. 
Crowds in lime 
Square stared into 
the sky. 
Masses of people 
escaped a plume of 
smoke and crashing 
debris by crossing 
the Brooklyn Bridge 
by foot. 
, , Broken glass and 
mcltmg facades of buildings Clllle crashing 
down to earth. 
One-of the most famous cities in the world 
turned into a war zone. 
America had been deceived l:y religious 
zealots from withln and the cost was 3,000 )i\'es 
and two of New York City's most prominent 
members of its landscape - the Wozld Trade 
Center Buildings. . · · · : · 
Calculated and timed in unison, 19 ter-
rorists with box cutters turned four airplanes 
into missiles, crc:i.ting lu\'OC on the world's 
financial capital. Politicians tried to. respond to 
the impending fear and doom. Airplanes across 
the country were rerouted back to the closest 
airports. Airspace in New York City was scaled 
for the first time in history. 
And in Washington, D.C., President George· 
W. Bush and Vice President Diel~ Cheney 
were being orted off in secret to undisclosed 
locations. As the day would wind to a dose, the 
crashes were no accidents, but works of a skilled 
and impenetrable system of global cxtmnists 
working to destroy the financial as well as the 
political capital of the United States. PHOTO PROVIDED • v DEPARTMENT ol' DEl'CN&E 
The answer, according to Bush, was Ilic · A barefoot enemy combatant is led away by guards at Camp X-ray. under the 
Uniting and Strengthening America by watchful eye of a row of U.S. soldiers. · 
Providing .Appropriate Tools Required to · 
Intercept and ObstrUct Terrorism Act of 2001, the things that were done by various gD\'Cfllm~- · eminent to mili hca~•of-th~:mom~t decisions 
or simply the USA PATRIOT Act. ta1 agencies and to whom they have been done," after a national calamity like the 9/11 disaster. 
Shortly after the announcement of the new said John Jackson, a visiting professor.· at the "In many ways it is comparable to what wc 
la\\'S came the military order of Nov. 13, 2001, Public Policy institute, who has kept a dose eye did to the Japanese, at the point of Pearl Harbor; . 
where trials of any suspected terrorist wen: to be on the act. ~I don't think there is any doulit that he said. ~e h)'Steria of the moment caused the 
hdd not by a jury of t!,cir peers as constituted it has had a chilling effect on civil liberties and gm=ment to trample their civil rights and I 
under the Fourth Amendment, but military certainly frightened individuals and groups who trunk that a certain amount of that has hap-
, hearings. Trials. v.t,ere the suspect cou!J be arc concerned about its application." , , · · pcned." . · · . · 
uninformed about the charges and their law-fUS Director of the Public Policy Institute and Instead of the. mass round-ups that wen: 
left to hear charges against their clients for the former U.S. Sen. Paul Simon said the act is employed in the Japanese Interments . of the 
first time in court. . . • · in danger of bccnming a politically regrettable: World War II era, the Justice D.-panment has 
"I have determined that an cxtnordinary mm-con the part of a scared nation., engaged in "pmentativcdctcntions:Prcvcntative 
emergency exists for national defense purposes, "In every emergency that a nation faces, there dctc,1tions enable the government to ancst and 
that this cmcrgcncy constitutes an urgent and arcalw:iyspcoplewhow:mttodoawaywithbasic thenutr.rdwgcsuspcctswithcrimcs,ifthcyarc 
compelling government interest, and that cil.il libcnies, and when "-c look back on it years. . indeed guilty ofbrr-aking the law.· . · . ·· , 
issuance of this order is nccc<...uy to meet the · latcr"'C arc cmbam.sscd by what we did,~ Simon ! Being reactionary in the political process !us 
cmcrgcncy," Bush said. said. "Olniously, Wf' want to do what WC on tt:- Simon doubting the potential security of the 
• Secret hearings involving criminal activity stcpterrorism,butwchr.-ctorcmcmbcrwhatwe i;wecping new powers the Justice Department 
and suspected coercion arc in contr.idicti,,n to· stand for-: not cnly what we arc against. · now widds. , , . 
the constitution's Sixth Amendment guarantee -We ha\,: to protect our basic civil liberties." . · "A free country cannot be 100 pen:cnt 5'.'Cllrc,• 
of a f:ur trail among· a jury of )'our peers. Only Congress' case at passing the act during a he said. "We arc going to have to take some risks. 
in the military have private dosed-hearing · time ofa national crisis, according toJ:,ckson, ·Youtakcasmailrisknomatterwh:atyou'do. 
tribunals C\'CI' been practiced, and. with the without a proper analysis of the situation c:wscd · -We ha\'C to use common sense and mp .>Ur 
m-cran:hing portion of coun proceedings and him the most worry. · · C)'CS focused on what we have to stop." . . . 
cases being made uruvailablc to the public, some "The case with which Congress passed - And with the federal government, indud-
Americans and civil libatarians arc findir.6 it it. with little debate and little examination of ing the Justice Department, mounting a public 
, hard to bcliC\-c that these arc leading to arrests its implications for the Bill of Rights and the relations tour, of the act, Jackson said that the 
of viable suspects. . Constitution, it illustrates the mass hysteria that government and the restrictive measures it has 
"Wcll, i, is hard to say ifit has had an posith-c was evident at that time," he said. . · 
impact on our safety because wc will nC\'CI' know Jackson said it is typical of the federal gov- See· PATRIOT ACT page 11 
.. NEWS ·· 0AiLY EmrTIAN 
u.s.· AttomeYGe11eral Ashcroft 
. Promotes PATRIOT ·Act 
Ashcroft launches to enforce the act;' said Dan tour. According to con:-Hillyard; an a.ss:stmt profes- • stitutional law, admln-
ti k 18 ·ry t · sor at the Crime Studies istrative agcncie1, the our,wee , ,ct OU~ Centcrwith'a specWi:z:ition Department of ]U5tice 
Moustafa Ayad 
Daily Egyptian 
in privacy, technology and included. are prolu'l-itcd 
law enforcement. from · campaigning for 
Out of 150 of. those their own purposes. 
municipalities, · three · arc Scott Comparato, 
Terrorkm has become a part of the Stites, Hillyard said. Allska, :issistant professor . of 
c•,aycby Americ:m's life. Ever since Vermont and Hawaii have· political science, said tbe 
that fateful cby in S_ptcmber, the cby all passed resolutions bar- a_ttomey general has a 
thl' United States w:u attacked and ring the Patriot Act because Ashcroft responsibility to federal 
thrc.itencd by tcmirul'S not claiming many of the states' constitu- and local l:iw enforce-
a nation but adhering to an '!Xtremist cncies, as well as lcgisl:itors, sec it as a ment officials, since he is the head of 
ideology, the battie to beat terrorism hindrance to civil liberties. law enforcement, to keep morale high 
has raged. The city of Oakland, Calif., is· in and promote their actions through 
Exactly six v.'CC!,~ after Sept 11 the process of debating a resolution. this :u:t 
2001, Congress responded to the cal- that .·will· prohibit city employees, "It's not like he is going to a public 
cubted and pbMcd murder ofJ,000. including police, from•a.ssisting v.ith pbcc,in frontofShyrockauditoriumt 
innocent citizens with the PATRIOT any federal im"CStigators under the he said. "There aren't signs saying 
Act of 2001. The'J42-pagc act was guiscoftheAct. John Ashcroft v.ill·be speaking on 
inur.ediatdy put into effect, allowing Arcati, Calif., was the first such what he pW!S to do for PATRIOT 
law enforcement officials greater free- city to pass the bw. With nationwide Act II. 
dom to loc..te and capture terrorists resistance, the U.S. Attorney General •He is not campaigning for the 
than e\'cr before. has judged it rmndatory to go upcn behalf of the president. He is sort of 
But, the act wa~ not without its a.state-tu-st.~ t::ur to promote the serving a public service, informing 
share of con•l'O\-crsies. The internment an~•tcrrorism lcgishtion, choosing to people about the act,w Comparato said. 
of almost 2,000 Ar.tb and South ,peak to .)aw enforcement officials as "It's no different from the attorney 
Asian men placed in detention centcr'S well as conscn-afu-c think tanks. general going on 'Meet the Press: 
for unknmm amounts of time imme- "Tiu: one thing tliat is interesting 'Face the Nation or NPR; wh~TC he 
diatdy turned the heads of mil rights is that C\nyone he is speaking to is at would go answer questions from jour· 
organizations. · ' a closed meeting." Hillyard nalists,butitissortofhishand-pickcd· 
Now, almost two years said.. "It's probably going to context. So he is not giving the talk to 
later, Atto_mey General be one of thnc: situations a potentially hostile crowd.• 
John Ashcroft is finishing wh!:J'C he is preaching to the In the weeks after the passing .:1f 
a four-week 18-city tour, 1· \.,· choir. You go to some state the PATRIOT Act, liberal orgmi:z:i-
promoting the success · of . ,.; · · : and decide that you're goi.1g tions and civil rights groups began 
· 
th
e Th~ tour comes at a time /& #~ ~o~ to the sheriff assoc:ia- ~:So!J t: =ts~ ~=c;.;; 
when congressional mcm- ,. \ ·. :.·:'.. AndonAug.26,Ashcroft sccurityaftertheWor!dTradcCenter 
bas and presidential candi- Two Years madeanapp..=nc:cauU.S. "attacks. • 
cutes such as Dr. Howard Two Towers courthouse: in Nevada and But in Hillyml's opinion, some 
Dean, the former gtn'Clllor spoke to more th:...~ 200 law of the organi:z:itions that arc opposed 
of Vermont, arc \'tlicing opposition enforcement officials, :u:cording to the to the act are operating upon false 
to Opcntion Iraqi Freedom and the San Francisco chronicle. His court• assumptions of a possibility of a total 
PATRIOT Act's arguably repn.-ssive house appearance was by invite only. losi of basic American freedoms. 
nature. "I gv= the idea is to try to pm'Cflt "SolT'e rf these organi:z:itions are 
Across the country, counties and ha,ing ?roblcms with protcstors being hamg a knee jerk rr.iction,w he said. 
actMst groups arc taking to the streets im'tllved; Hillprd said. •Which is "People on the side of privacy were 
.. and writing their legislators, calling for \'Cl)· interesting because there is always kind oflike the 'sky is falling the sky 
an end to the nmv almost 2-year-old . this thing call the first amendment. is filling.' • 
:u:t. And that's cnrtly what C\-crybody is And I go out to the community 
"Chn 150 communities, or we'll doing; there is a backlash against the and spc2k to some of these organi:z:i-
call them municipalities, have pissed PATRIOT Act. tions and say, 'well no the sky is not 
some type of resolutions which say "So he wants to go places to.preach • falling.' and I hesitate and say, )-ct M 
the PATRIOT Act steps on pur civil to the choir." · 
liberties, or some C\'Cll go as far to say Hillyard said there is a question of 
. that it is a crime for any city official , the legality of the attorney gencnl's 
MoUJtafa .IIJad can ft rtachtd at 
mayad@dailyegyptian:com 
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Blo~d drtve. to tike,_J,lace 
at Recr.eatiort J~-~~t~r 
Blood supply is up, ::::if1ictiri:1s:h:Rc~;;a~:! 
but Red Cros~ is Centerak,n~·t.\stweek. 




the two rriost needed blood types 
arc A and O negath·e. 0 negative 
is cspcdally needed because this 
blood type can be donated to a 
person with any blood type, but 
Students m~y experience a people with O ncgati,e blood c:.in 
slight dizzy feeling and feel only receive that blood type. 
somewhat helpless as they lay "It's a double edged sword 
on a tabli: to give blood. Yet because O negative is_ the most 
stcdents can potentially help frequently used blood type, but 
someone else when they take an then we need it for those who 
hour out of their day to attend a have that blood type,W Kramer 
blood drive. said. 
'fhe American Red · Cross Leanna Garrett, a senior 
held a blood drive \Vednesday in hospitality and tourism, 
in the Recreation Center. This participated in the blood drive. 
drive is one of the manv that will · She took part in her first blood 
take place in various _______ . drive six years ago and 
on-campus locations Far mare information decided to help again. 
this year.· · on SIUC She simply decided 
Approximately 20 l,lood dritt Jaus to at1end the event 
students and faculty Call J.800-<;i,-elife because of her guilty· 
members had taken conscience. 
part in the event by "I have been read-
, 4 p.m with more expected to ing that they arc low,W Garrett 
arrive. The blood drives are on a said." It won't kill you to help." 
volunteer basis, and students are Mona Sanford, a blood service 
welcome to help out at the events worker, said ~here is usually a 
as well as give blood. ·good turnout at the SIUC blood 
Th~ blood is used at hospitals drives and encourages students to 
in the Missouri-Illinois regicn, • get involved. 
which includes Memorial "Giving blood isn't as big of 
Hospital of Carbondale. There a deal as people think," Sanford 
is currently a four-day blood said. 
supply for this region, but Red •Try to relax and we will take 
Cross workers hope to increase good care of you: 
this number by at least a day or 
two: 
According to Matthew 
Kramer, SIUC blood drives 
REGIONAL 
Rtporltr ]tn!lif" Rior 
· can /,t rtachtd at 
jri'!s@dailyei;yptian.com 
Union County counseling center 
sr.mnsors free seminar 
Family Matters· Parent Trt,ining a:,d !;,formation Center and the LINC 
Center f:: Independent living is spo05(.lring a free seminar called "Info and 
Skills luward a Successft.l IEP" frcm 6-8 p.m.. today at the Union County 
Counseling Center, lo::ated at 204 So .. 1h St. in Anna. 
. Attendees will learn about time lines, assessments, organizini goals, 
objectives, ro?Sults, six principles of IDEA, parent participation and nghts. Tc 
register, please call (866) 436-7842.. 
[NJ®~· (g~Mrm D=fl@Oll~® . 
(g{Q)O@O~~ ~(Q)@@f 
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Two years ago tomorrow, a \·ery special issue rolled·off the 
DAILY EGWTIA:",; presses. It was an edition dedicated the events 
of the day before. It made all invoked proud. People told us we 
had done well. 
But we did nothing special. · 
Newspapers all over the country and around the world were 
also working hastily to be the bearer of devastating news. 
So people read the headlines, and some made time to skim 
the stories, but mostly the masses were too busy doing other, 
more imP?rtant things than reading newspaper articles. 
Nearly everyone stood in line to donate blood, money, time 
and effort to help all the \ictims of the terrorist att1cks of Sept. · 
11. We Wa\·ed flags, lit candles, hummed patriotic melodies. \Ve 
mourned. 
And then we got mad. 
\Ve got so mad we forgot to take a moment and ask why we 
were attacked. \Ve only asked who anackcd us. 
Anc! when we found out that our killers were dead, we found 
others responsible. 
\Ve blamed terrorists. Then we learned how broad that term 
was.· 
We held for~gncrs in this country responsible. \Ve even 
blamed American citizens who had different accents or religions 
than the norm. They were often right in front of us, so we took 
out our ang::r vn them. 
And since terrorists weren't so easily pinned down, our gov-
ernment sent American troup!: into countries, while the majority 
of the American population slapped red, white and blue bumper 
stickers on their cars. 
\Ve had come together. No one could argue that. During the 
months after Sept. 11, this country was almost perfectly united •. 
And as wonderful as it was, it was also detrimental. 
\Ve alienated ourseh·es from the rest of the world. \Ve labeled 
them with us or against_us. Although most were with us,we 
soon discovered our unity was only won wi.th fear and money. 
But ihe average Joe never knew that be<::luse television 
anchors who sported an American flag pin on their blazers and 
journalists with giant American flags in their nC\'V5rooms didn't 
often mention it. 
'Everyone wanted news; or rather the American side of the 
nC\'1'5, 
And so the mainstream American media reported on fluctua-
tions in the terror alert levels, and how much money was being 
allotted to the wars and how President Bush's "ratings went 
through t:1c roof. 
So here we are, two years later, an.i li:tle has really been 
accomplished - except for winning two wars that_killed more 
people than the att1cks that sparked them. 
Our airports may be safer, but the °\vorld' s hatred of us cor.-
tinues to grow. . 
So, gone are the days of the world moumir.g with us. Now 
is· the-time to question our ckcted officials and the policies of 
this country and how we can make itbeni:;r. Because in the end, 
. wars don't hait terror. Instead it spreads like wildfire. An~ even 
in times of"pcace,ft the fire bums. 
The flames of hatred are out of control because we are not 
gcning any answers. And we aren't gening answers be_cause we • 
aren't asking er.ough questions. . - • 
We owe it to those who pcrishc·d to find out how to never let 
such· calanuties happen again; Going to war with everyone we 
disagree with is probably not the way we attain peace. Or any- · 
thing else for that maner, because after all, where are Osma bin 
Laden and Saddam Hussein? 
QUOTE OF THE DAY 
To contilct the DAILY EuYrrtAN editorial board, call 618-536-3311 ext. 276 
GUEST COLUMNIST 
The sum of all fears 
Yed Anikpo 
Senior in political science 
an~rchy. T :zhb:m resistance !us =ed ,u:tnitics, con-
tlira in four provinces resulted in 100 d=I in August 
After the Afghanistan war in 2001, which was by Am~-ric:m failure in Jraq !us been officully aclcnm,1edgal 
all accounts warranted and dcscr,,,:d by the then reign- by this :ulministt:1tion this week, as it is currently rcqucst-
T Am , mill ddi I . ingUNhdp. ing ahbm rcgirr.e, ericas .. tuyan P omane . Insum, if the rc:idcrwill allmv this writer to distort 
I ::•ost touch with the initw spirit of international the saying of P;ingloss. the etcmal optimist, cvnythi.,g is 
Luckily enough, this duncteriud the ,-cy Mt for the wor.t in the worst of all posdble worlds. 
months follm,ing the attleb on America, especially gi-.'Cll Had tl,e United Stites adjusted its -milituy timetlblcs 
the re-emphasis on n:itional security by nudcar-c1pable · to diplomatic n::tlities~ a1SJamcs P. Rubin suggested in his 
stltes as a concern of a supreme character. . · Fol'!!ign AfF.iirs article this month, international backing 
Back then, the United Stites cnjo)'IXI intamtion:il and lcgi:imacy would ha\'C been sccurcd, making it more 
suPPort for many reason,;. Cwity of pwposc: and guilt difficult for terrorists to get nc:w recruits within the Arab 
illumiruted its case agws; the T :aliban regime, and it wa.~ public. Ccsts would lm-c been, t~, " catain degree, shared 
rcmm'IXI from power without a single n:ition opposing it and oollcetn-c "security would have been the \\inner. As 
The .:-..se against the regime of Saddam Hussein, on predicted by the :uh=tcs 9f multilater.tl action in Iraq, 
the other hand, was a different stoiy. New justifications a wave of ch:ios, with its Tccnter in the Middle East, is 
for the use of force emagcd t:.'Cl)' other day. Their bck rapidly spreading aatY · d1~ world. It is appuent to the 
of substina: (link between th~ Iraqi regime and al~) serious obsen'U that the newest threat to peace is the· 
and perhaps \-a.aty (Ir.iqi purchase of uraniwn from• · '\\rong• use of Amcric:m force and p<M'U, . -.• -
Niger) prompted an international dissent by many ooun- . · , In a oon,=tion with Dr. \Villiam T urlcy, associate 
tries, including tr:ldition:il allies, that have scriowJy dam- professor of polirical science :it SIU and :icd.timed author, 
.tgcd diplomatic relations to the pr=t . . . · - . he indictted to me that in a way, the founding.fathc.~ 
The administt:1tion's •anti-UN" rhetoric that bordered · meant for Americ:m im-olvemcnt in the world by :isscrt-
. the edges of a nco isolationism and the ea.-iy milituy • ing in the Dcclantion of Independence that •all men 
· buildup in the Middle East before the Security Council . • arc created cqua1• and •cn&m'l:d by their CCC1tor with 
had reached a fin;J dcasjon WJS uridoubtcd:y not wcll . lin:dicn:ible rights.~ • · · . . · 
rccer.'Cd by the UN members. . · From the ,-cy stut America's· nascent v.alucs were 
As for the WCI.pons of nuss _destruction, th9' arc still· rooted bcyo_nd its own borders; they in\'01\'Cd. all of nun-
nowhere to be found. Chims made before the war about kind and their wi:lfuc:. • ·: · 
its afrcmuth arc in serious jcopanly. Contr.uy to Daniel Amerio's itr'Clvcncnt is not the: problem, because of 
Pipes beliefs that ,icrniy in Iraq would diminish tcr- : • its criormous and unprecedented power; it is desired to 
rorism, al ~ and its affilute groups arc more actn'C usher in and perhaps realize the Kantian dn::i.m of a per-
than C\'U and lm-c chimed or arc suspected to be Lchind . pctual peace. Rather it is the manner in which its pm,'U is 
SC\'Cr.11 attadcs: on May 12th in Riy:1dh, S:wdi Arabia (35 used that is problematic. In a world where nuclear prolif-
dc::id), on May 16th in C3S:lblanca, Morocro (more than c:ration is ram?,nt, where -taronsts•, rogue stitcs; wcst-
40 dcad), on Aug. 5 injak:uta, Indonesia (approximate!)· emand n<in~wcitem alikc'll'C in a stitcofalcn;whcre'. 
10 dead}, in Baghdad in August, ~ bomb al!:leks at the .... the primacy o,ttorce is seen as a norm, wl-.cre the poor 
UN hc:adquancrs and at the Jordarum emb.my.claimed · . ,, remains poor, where political ~ cf the oppressed 
29 lli= . .·  · ~ · · arc m,:rlookcd while focus is put upori its ,illegal means 
· Rcc-:ndy, reports ha,-c surfucd about a n~ terrorist : . Gf ~tior. the potcntwity for_ an end to. history of our 
attlck un'Ol\ing biological~ within the continentu own making is ,-cy rca!.. ' · 
US that will be -unbclic:v:ible• and will mala: AmeriCIIIS . Multilater.tl action as scauity ~tt:ltcgy is oonccmed 
forget :irout 9/11, according to a miking Ta!ibari source. -: is the only option for Amcria.n foreign policy_and the 
In "postwar" Ir:iq, Amcri!.211 fo= arc still \'Cl)' much , world. The other, !us been addn:sscd in the rc:ilm of fic-
un_dcr thc threat of an ''unexpected" Bu~rcsistance ·,;: tion,byHollywood. Dear to noman; thethrcatofw.ilcnt 
and ~uffer, on a.-=ge, the loss of one soldier per day.· •. ':?·. and untimely ~th, no one wish to witness; wf.:it !us 
, In Palc;tine, American inde-:si\'Ctlcss as to how fair it is · . been referral to as •the sum of all fi-ars.", , '. :'.- ,· · · 
· going to be is allowing the runstruction of a·wall a!icn:it~ . . . . . . ._~ -. 
ing Palestinians into oontcnpor.uy "ghettos•. 17xse ~ do not n«marily rrfort tbm <f the 
. ~.anisf:U! is no cxcq>tion to this newborn rule of · •' . DAILY EGYPTIAN. . · 
. WORDS.,OVERHEARD . 
' ~ I only regret that I have but one. life to lose fur my country.,, . ' ' If th~ facts are on' your side, argue facts.If tl-.e la_w is .on you~ sid~; argue;'·.~ 
, . , the law. If nothing is on yGur side, then just ·argue.,'. , , , . '\;:i 
. tutha., thle 
last words before being hanged by !h-J llntii~~ a SPY 
Ro~rt Stutman 
former Drug Enforcement Angency a'.ent, 
on the debate 1bol.t the lqaliuL:C,n of manj~•n. 
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COLUMNISTS. 
·The legacy ·of ?ept. 11 Marijuana; woddhunger: 
· Which is :m9re imporant? ·5cp::.111 2001,offc:rcd:a~reai~-mcmoration of the 60-ycar :lnM'l:rS:ll)' of the · inauguration of the Pcntigon, the 5>mbol of the 
• Americm milituypowcr. After World War 
, II, it had organi=i more than 200 intcn'Ctl-
iions, which took the life of more than 100,000 
,\meriCIZI soldicn, 30 to 40 pcrcmt of whom 
were minorities, :ind :a ooundcss number of 
other \ictims. . · 
During that one day, more than 3,000 mil- . 
i:ms died :after four hijackrd pbnes =hcd into 
the World Trade Ccr.tr.r, the Pentigon and· 
PcnnS)-h-mia. It ,v:i:i a tragedy only aimpar.iblc . 
to the one in Hiroshima and N:ig.wki, which 
took 210,000 lives. 
The counny lc::iders ctlled for :a "CI\wdc" in 
m-cngc, which insulted the people oflslamic . 
faith :as the notion had :a hc:ny historical load 
:ind meant among other things "ainquest of the 
Middle East." 1bis did not stop the "'\Var on 
Terrorism." 
The I~ used simplistic portr.iy:al of 
f.icts. They lacked n=ccs in their disoour.;c. 
fa'C)thing fell under one of the two otcgorics: 
"good" or"eo.iL" 
A country based Thcirsupponm 
on immigrants ~~,~~1?;e 
created foriegners and 1bis disa>wsc 
immigrants as \V:U well nested in 
the popubr i::ulturc, 
criminals which had exploit-
ed it in numerous 
lllO\ics. The script of the tragedy itself seemed 
borrowed fiom :a popular mmie. 
E.xrcrnally, this discou.'1: was understood 
:as :a \'Cl)' dangerous one and f'CCC\'Cd ,,ith :as 
much dis:ippl'O\-.al :is sneer. It :acted unibtmlly 
in the "'\Varon Terrorism." It f'CCC\'Cd only the 
support of oountrics, which wm: dependent 
cconomictlly or politically on it. It Jisrcg:udcd 
the decisions of the United Nations :ind under-
mined the stability of Oig31Ux.ation :ind the 
world. . .•. 
Internally, this discour.;c was iiscd to crc:ate 
unity among the population in support of the 
dccision-nukas. 
It w.is :a clullenge for the aire i.-:ilucs of 
Amerio and for the mdurancc ofits dcmoc;-
racy. 
The principl~ of morality ,111d fu.cdom that 
Amerio S)mbolizcd wcc perjured. · 
Clu:stian ,-:ilues such :is lm-c and mercy ,vcrc 
nude to look hypocritical :as Christian poliq~ 
makes disrcgmlcd the tc:aching5 of their faith. 
"Do not r.usc your \\"'C:lpon against othas," "Do 






undefined number of Afghani soldi~ 'Then, ~ · 
it was fought in Iraq anri the dead included 
an estimated number of7,000 civilians, 288 
Ameriait soldiers and :ag:iin :an undefined 
number oflr.iqi soldiers. Y ct, those responsible 
for the Sept. 11 :l~ were not found. . 
The policy m:alcm abused of the grief of 
the Arr.c:ricm people to cx:acabate nationalistic 
fcclings. Nationalism flourished. Flag idobny . 
w:11iwidcsprc:ad. ThcprincipleiO\-c itorl= 
it" was used to"cr:adiote opposite points of i.ieo.v.· 
Citizcns ~csccd to gr.-c up their mil 
Lbcrtics.Abwalled the USA PATRIOT Act 
was passed. which :allm,cd, for example, the 
police to s=clt people's houses without war-
rant. . 
A ~tty based on immigrants trc:atcd 
foreigners :ind immigrants :as criminals. 
Xenophobia was mainly direct~ toward Arabs 
. :ind Muslims. Mcn'fiom "selected aiuntrics, • 
for example,\\~ subject to anmw in~-
tions and fingaprint t:alcing. This repeated if 
they =tcrrd the oounny. 
Media pb)'Cd key role in these C\-cnts. 
Corporations related to power almost imposed 
media monopoly supported by the bw making 
Fcdcral Communiotions Commission. Dm-cn 
by the principle that the dramatic sells best, they 
constantly sc::archcd for :and crc:ated breaking 
news. They deo.tlopcd :an :atmosphere of fear 
and paranoiac need of security. 
Nation:il security bccunc a key issue, which 
was an apcnsn-c cndc:a\'llr. A milituy budget 
of $400 billion :a yc:ircxa:cdcd the budget of 
:all other sectors aimbincd. 1bis rcpn:scnted 
40 pcrcmt of the glob:il milituy spending. 
Accordingly, the other sectors like eduction, 
soci:al scniccs and health can: suffered tremen-
dously. 
Neo.-crthclcss, focusing on building the 
stron.,ncst milituy C\"Cr (30 times :as strong :as the 
milit:arics ofits six strongest cncmics) did not 
. bring security. Instead, it _made other countries 
fed inscauc :ind thrc:atrncd and fom:d them to 
im"CSt more in their mi!ituics.1bis inac:ascd 
. militarization of the \\'Orld broc;ht tensions, 
. dnisions and conflicts. · 
For those of you who WCftll't th~ 
or for those of you who don't remember : 
for one reason or :another, the SIU SPC 
Lecture series presented •Hc::ids \~ Feds: 
The Dcb:ate to Lcga1iz.c M:ari;uana" 
Tucsd.ly c=ing in the. Student Center 
Ballroom. . . .-
. In the blue comer, WC had fiom 
Champaign, IlL, the ~toner of the ccntwy 
:ind cditor-in~cf of the \"Cl)'wcll-rcspcct-
ed Highi:mcs nug.rzine, Steo.-c Huger. 
And in the red aimer, straight fiom the 
ficiypits ofhcll, wc had Bob Sturman, :a 
~->= c::m:cr drug enfon:cment age11t. 
So in fiont of a thousand p:iin of gbzcd 
·eyes :ind diy mouths, D.nid (Haeger) and 
Goliath (Stutman) tackled tough issues . 
about marijuana :ind why it should or 
shouldn't be lcgaliud. To nuke :a long 
stoiy short, Haeger, in the name of :all that 
is heady, put up :a \"Cl)'wcak fight. . 
I don't know ifit w:is just me, but when 
I heard Steo.-c H:acgcr, the cditor-in~cf of 
the stoner's bible, w:as aiming to Southern 
to dcmte lcgalix.ation, I was c:xpccting to 
be blmm :awaybywcll-dcvdoped. hc:avily 
r=rched :ind incredibly insightful ~ 
for the c:bim. 
But instead, I watched Stutman deo.= 
him with fully dmm-out, f:ict-drivcn, 
1,1,,:ll-<idivcrcd counterpoints on just about 
C\'CI)' issue that came up. At the end ofit, I 
just found myself tot:ally dis:ippointed with 
hmv much of :a stoned ~pect:acle the night 
turned out to be. 
One of the things that annO)'Cd me the 
most was the heckling. 
fa-cn though I knew it was going to 
. be inC\itablc, I thought :a ~p of people 
II)ing to adiiC\-c this sort of societal aa:cp-
tancc would :at the !cast :act cniliud enough 
to be socially acccptable in the first place. 
Instc::id I, like hundreds of others had 
to sit there while being represented by the 
ridiculous outbunts of complete morons 
who, ):,y the way, arc the \"Cl)' epitor,1e of 
why marijuana should not be lcgalizcd 
anyw.1y. . · 
But the ,,'Orst part about it w:is that the 
heckling didn't stop until Steo.-c Haeger, of 
· :all people, the \"Cl)' person these me.ithc:ads 
thought theyw=: somehow hdping. had 




up making the whole dcb:ate look :as if he 
W:IS supposed to fail in the fint pb..-e. 
By that, I'm 5a)ing I don't think any 
school in the counny, no matter how lib-
eral. would hold :an open forum clm:ue if 
they rcilly thought it was going to hdp to 
lcg.ili7.c marijum:a. And )-Ct that b3llroom 
was filled to its limits with just about C'.'CI)' 
kind of :a person I could think of. Whether 
it was the whites, bbcks, jocks, preps, frats, 
sororities. hippies, punks, goths or eo.-cn 
professors, C'.'C)Une there came in support 
of marijuana :and it was :a truly :un:azing 
sight to see. 
If only wc could generate t.'iat kind -.f 
rupport for issues of just a tad bit more 
substance, the collegc demographic could 
rcilly be :a force to be reckoned \\ith, like 
during the fight for mil rights or during 
Vietnam. · 
It seems so ridii::ulous with :all that is 
going on right now that so many people 
could rcilly arc less about litdc things like 
war, pD\-crty or coonomic troublr., but :all 
show up in support of something so far-
fetched :as the leg:ilization of mmjuam. 
It show~ what people really arc about . 
these mys: nothing. Ir expresses the wide-
spread feeling that there isn't :IJl)thing "-c 
an do. That's just :a cop--<M:t so pcc,ple 
don't ha-.-c to put forth :any effort. 
As that notion tilled my head, it led me 
to :ask :a few people :at the dcb:itc whether 
or not I'd sec them shouting their passion-
ate fcdings out loud :at :any of those othu 
boring lccturcs, you know on stupid, litdc 
things like war and public policy. And I 
couldn't bclieo.-c what some punk said to 
me, ifl wanted to get put to sleep I'd ha\-c 
my mom read me :a bedtime storr, sony 
Charlie. 
A ICl,,al :ind moral p=dax ailed "pm-cnrl\-c 
strikc"w:1Scbboratedandpractia:d. .. - : .:•. E;~onEmthapp,ranrrxryTb:mday.Anaisa 
The "\Varon Termism" was fought first · · ~ "studmJ in.famtli languagtand litmJt:Jtt 
After that happened, H:acgcr had my 
· rompletc :attention again, bu~ just when 
1 thought he was going to tot:ally rcdcan 
. in Afghanistan and oused dc:ith to :a medium fam Bulgaria. Hrr'tu-u:s da not rurm.zrily rtfort 
of3,400ci ... ilians, 867 Americ::n soldias :ind : ·.1/Jwo.f t&DAILY EGYPnA.'11.. ,. -
~'.'-·:;!' ~./<;:.1.:/.;~·;;. ~~ ·. 
• himself, he'd end up ~ himself look 
like some austy,_old stoner: Ir just ended 
~igarettes don't belong· 
. on campus. -
DEAREnrTOR: 
1 ~ writing in roporue to :uricks ~ a!itoria!s 
t'i.at 112\-c appc:aml =•ly in the DAILY Eml'llA.~ 
conccming SIU C's new tobxo, policy. For the p:ut 
rnu )=. I h.t\-c hem a m:mbcrof the Live Free 
stttring committee and h.t\-c been the prutwy a:ilu:a~ 
tor of the Ll\-c Free inilio.tn-c. I wmt to bridlycxpl.un 
the hi>tory and pwpo,c: ofLl·,c Free and to cluify the 
DE', rni=ncq,tions :about the go:us ofLl\c Fm: and 
thcnavtobxrupo:icics. . ·· · 
The Illinois Dcputrncnt of Public H:alth. wir .. : 
guiwncc 6nm the U.S. Ccntcn foc Dmsc Control 
Oflio, on T ol=:o :i.lll Health, offmd SIUC an 
opportunity to be the fint public UM-cmty in Illinois , 
to ·da-clop a romprd,cnsn-,, robacro control initutn-c The Ll\c Free initiui\c is fono-.ing a prm,,:n for-
.. aimal at rawsing the trend of increased tob.uo. ll5C mub for dfcanc tobxru control c:st>bli"1cd by the 
, (espccwly cig=ttcs) among co11cgc students, cspcm1ly CDC. Wc'r: still cxpcrir:,cnting with how to tnnsutc 
"-omen. Srudrnts invoo-cd in the project Q"Clltd the the CDC's model to a unn=ity cm-ironmcnt (we're = Ll\,: Free todcsaibc the SIUC anti·tobxru oncoft'>cfint in the 1t1tion todoso), butour-dfom 
initiw"C. imm-c bcttttaca:ss to=tion thmpics (studc:1ts can 
The swistics arc aluming. While the ntcs of get tobxru ms:ttion counseling and nicotine rcpl=~ ' 
i,-1;= use lu\-c S!C1di.'ydcd:ncd O\tt the p:ut 30 , ~-. mcnt thcnp'.cs tium Student P.olth.Prognms and . • 
· )=. imnt!y the nta anaong 19 -to 24- ycirolds '\ the SIUC Dcnbl H}gicnc Cliruc), pra-cnticn initi:a- ·· 
has stutcd to rise, ~.J most p='.pitcusly for wom.:n:- ,. , : tn-cs (comprchcnsn-c tobxru education is in Health 
Nation.,.Dy about 22 p=cnt of thc popubtion smokes. · \ Education c:wricuLi; U!ti-smoking por.cies a:-c lx..,g 
· Howa,:r, here at SIUC, the n'l:S wen: 35 pc=nt · instituted in the residence halls), policy da'Clopmcnt 
for both "WilCll and rricn \Y.len \\'t; fint stutal this (the Public Polit)· lnstin:n: is lading efforts to c-nluatc 
iniiatr.-c. These ntcs lu\-c_dropj,a:! to 30.J p=cnt for. and raise SIUC's IDbaa:o policies), COllllter-markct~ 
men and 75.3 p=cnt for women as ofJariw.ry 2003: • , ing (the Co11tgc off.ws Communication and Mcdn • 
Althoogh,,-c Ilic a w.1)"5 togo, the Live: Free iniiu- Arts lwda-clopcd acomprd,cnsn-e, i=an:h-bascd ·, 
tn-e, as well as the m:mt tax inacasc on cigarettes, or, ,· coun~ campaign) and ~tion (Inc ·· 
- t2lcc some at>tt fer this~ Dcpmmcnt of Psyd,oL,gy has been conJucting rcgu-
. lu c:unpus'\\idc 5Un~'5 and focus groups to g-..ugc the 
dfccti-,:ncss of these: :niti:uivcs,-
Do wc opect lhat any one or all of our initi:atMs 
comhincJ will comi-·.a: C\'a)'OllC who m-.ol.s to st.op? 
0( couiv. not. . . . 
Do we hope that if you h:n-cn't stutal smoking l.:, 
the time you come to SIUC, )"" won't begin smoking 
while)""archcrc?Youbcl! . . 
. 0o·wehopcthatwconnubeasignifiontimpact 
on ra-cning the upward trend in collcgc-agm smok· 
ini;. to dccrc:isc the a.-crall ntc of smoking and to help 
students not to 5talt a lubit that a,:n the most die-· '. 
hard smoker knows is deadly, cxpcnsh,: and the most . --ous p.iblic hcllh concern in Amttica? Absolutd)~ 
# .-::, 
.. -ii .; ... ·· 
.. R E·Ao ER Co MME N r AR y . -.....,....----.....,....---~---,-----,---,,--
• LETTE~AN~ -.OLUMNS must be typ~ttrn;· ·. 
double- spaced and submitted with author's photo 
ID. All letters arc limited to 300 words and guest 
columns to 500...vords. Any topics arc accepted. 
All arc subject to editing.·· · · · · 
•.L~ AND COLIDINS taken by e-mail (vo·:,: , • B_ring.lettcrs and guest column~ to. the DA1t .. Y 
~. im@d:.ilycgyptfan.cc:im) and fox (453-824~). . . . \!.! E~Y17!1AN newsroom, Com.mumc:at1ons , 
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-,iillia. ·•Phori~numbcrni:edcd°(n;t·forpubtication). ~· , _BuildmgRoo~ 1247• . ·• .·. 
_ to v!dfy authorship. SnmENTS m1L•: indude ? /.. . · ·. , ?' The DAILY Et:•YPTIAN wclcomcii. :ill 
'. ,., 
• We reserve the tight to n~t publish aiiy letter ~r 
column •. -· '·' 
., year ana major. FACUL1Y must include rank · · · . :; content suggestio11S. , .,, · , :;< ," 
, · and department; NaN-ACADEMIC STAFF ... •: '·Le.. d : . ..• .d ·.· ' ''·1 fl .. ·: 
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American people. exchange freedom for setllrity 
Moustafa Ayad 
Daily Egyptian 
T I 11S IS A COlr.lo'ffi\' SHAPED by immi-grants, sowed by immigrants and built by immigrants. But on the verge of 
war and an internal fight to keep the home-
land safe, the United States has lost track of 
the ideologies this country has represented 
for the past 400 years. Those who now seek 
refuge in the confines of this great nation 
ha\'e become suspect and even deemed 
criminal. denied many of the freedoms we so ~ 
dearly embrace and so freely ga\'e unto oth-
ers. But, docs America still lh·c? Is America 
still free? Those arc the questions many 
United States citizens ask. as well as many 
in the international community ,,ithin our 
borders continue to contemplate. Is America 
still America? 
In tl.e age of terrorism and homeland 
security, can a country built on the columns 
offrecdom still represent and demonstrate to 
the world the epitome of democracy, or arc 
we doomed to repeat the mistakes that ha\'e 
preceded our era? Miscalculations that have 
been built on fear and intro\'ertcd beha,ior 
ha\'e resulted in some of the travesties com-
mitted under the ,·eil of democracy, or •rute 
of the masses." 
Rather than respond democratically 
in some cases ofhistor;, our country has 
responded with a dra~nian zeal. \Vith the 
masses frightened by outside force,, our 
nation has committed several injustices to the 
people who willingly traveled to this nation 
to contribute nor only their li\'eS, hut also 
their souls. The Palmer Raids, the Japanese 
internment camps of\Vorld \Var II, the 
Chinese exclusion act of 188::, The Hoo,-cr 
administration's FBI - arid now the USA 
PATRIOT Act of 2001., 
LIGHTS OUT, LIBERTY 
l\len, women and children crossed the 
Atlantic, swam the Rio Grande or simply 
crossed the geographical boundaries that arc 
represented on any map of the world to ,-cn-
ture into the United States. Thry saw a light, 
a light that shone bright through the ground 
they walked on. Without •:;.e physii:-.J pres• 
ence of the light, many saw it anyway. It was 
the light that shined from a location in the 
New York Harbor, the light oflady liberty. 
A gift from France, the Statue of Liberty 
has been a 5>mbol of freedoir and a new life 
granted to those who show up on America'< 
front door since for more than 100 }"Cars. 
America's.welcome mat was more than a 
stopping ground for tourists. It represented 
a land that has become home to almost JOO 
million people today. At the base of the 
statue, a bastion ,,ffrcedom, encapsulated by 
Emma Lazarus, were the words: 
"Gi"e me your tired, your poor, your 
•huddled masses, yearning to breathe free, 
The wretched refuge of the teeming sh:ire; 
Send these, the homeless, the tempest-tost 
to me, I lift my lamp beside the 
golden door!· 
PlltOVIDl:D P'HOTO • Y 0&,,AnMllNT 011" DU'l:NSC 
Nighhime dawns on Camp X-ray in Guantanamo Bay, Cuba, as guards stand vigilantly over the fenced perimeter that holds 
back enemy combatants. 
for one point in time. ancestors passed' through the doors of Ellis at the Department of Justice broader capa-
During the late 19th century and early Island. The words have been replaced not by bilities in their efforts to conduct clecuonic 
20th century, Ellis Island was the gatC\vay a poet, a writer or an artesian; the words ha\'e surveillance, wiretap~ and the authority for 
through which more than 12 million immi- been replaced by the Justice Department and the president to acquire :all property of any· 
grants passed in their search for freedom of U.S. Attorney General John Ashcroft and one deemed to be engaged in malicious activ· 
speech and religion. It ,vas this gateway that the USA PATRIOT Act. ity while the nation was under attack. 
came to S)mbolize all that the United States No longer do they encompass and Scott A. Comparatr,, assistant professor 
stood for - freedom. , . · embrace the homeless and the a5>ium seekers of political science, said along with sweep-
Beneath the stan and stripes of old glory of the past, but they suspect and detain the ing nC\V j,owers the president now wields, 
stood the nC\v·world ideologies of a nC\V foreigners of the future. They seek to in,·cs- the attorney general has a say in all detcn· 
nation. It was founded by a group ofindi- tigate and o,-crscc the students, scholars and tions throughout the country, expanding his 
\iduals persecuted in their own lands. An refugees of the ..,resent. Patriotism has a new powers to ovcnule courts and deny many, 
ideology of freedom, and that freedom must face. No longo· ,ioes the face represent the ·; _illegal or not, rights that arc entitled to them 
be granted to those of all races, all creeds, sweet visage of a giant goddess whose cxpres- through the Bill of 
a.'ld all religions. This ,vas America. sion was that cf C\0ery hardworking immi- Rights constructed 
l\lore than 100 million Americans can grant ever to step foot upon the shores of by this nation's fc!t:• 
trace their ancestry in the United States to this great country. The face of patriotism has fathers. 
a man, woman or child whose name passed revealed its darker, more sinister half - the • Ashcroft said 
from a steamship attendance sheet to an patriotism designated for nationalism, the the detainees at 
inspector's record book in the Registry Room patriotism guided by fear and miscor.ecption. Guantanamo Bay 
at Ellis Island. Immigrants are the genome in The doors have shut now; the light docs can now be denied 
the DNA that is the United States. not shine as bright; the National Park Service any due process 
Three-~housand to 5,000 immigrants ofNC\v York has deemed the statue a scru· guarantees or are 
passed through Eilis's doors daily. Carrying rl'V risk and off limits until further notice. It even entitled to 
only a sole possession, as the law stated at the is u :fliberty has closed, at least for the time habe:as corpus, 
time, they w-ould become the future of the being. •comparato said. 
United States, one that would li\-e and die for Like the visitors ofthl' past, the tourists of "They arc not subject 
the freedoms our foi:c fathers had bestowed the present now must subject themselves to to review by civilian 
so graciously upon us. sclf-soutiny of what they bring when visitir.g courts, either." 
for many, it was their first taste of free· America's original first lady. And upon their The USA 
dom, escaping horrors such as disease, the arrival,just as if they were traveling through PATRIOT Act 
potato famine in Ireland, religious persccu- time into the luggage rooms of Ellis Island, · allows the attorney 
tion, as in Nazi Germany, to find a new life tourists arc required to di,'lllge the contents general powers to 
steeped in the American dream. It of their iuggage to strict security measures, all_ eliminate people's 
,vas th_e hope of many to see streets in the name of liberty and safety. rights to judicial 
" In times of 
crisis, we respond. 
· lry limiting free-
dom. That is the 
way we feel safe. 
\Ve weren't safer 
during the intern-
ment of Japanese 
Americans. Those 




CMl Liberties Union 
• paved in gold and li\-cs filled with hearings. Now upon request of the attorney 
the freedoms, that many of us take SECURiTY IN EXC~ ANGE general, one's right to due process of a fair 
for granted today. Ellis Island came FOR FREEDOMS :md equal administration of the law has been 
to S)mbolize America. Liberty has been replaced by security, thrown a\vay and given birth to the concept 
The Americ,. rooted in the justice with the expediting of fear. The world ot secret tribunals, or rather military tribu-
hearts and minds of those who h3S changed; America has changed due to nals, where a defendant docs not have access 
Lazarus was of Russian-
Jewish ancestry, a daughter of 
immigrants who sought freedom, 
and the writer of the famous son-
net "The New Colossus, The·~--
pocm has become the message of 
the United States and what the 
statue S)mbolizes for miliions of 
people around the world. 
passed through those doors became the fateful events of that Tuesday September to an attorney upo·n demand and must con• 
Tw~ Ye;~ the backbone o(what America is day, when 19 Middle-Eastern men seized vince ajuryofmilitaiy officers that he or she 
TWO Towers today. Chinese immigrant~ laid control of four commercial airliners, wieM- is not a terrorist. 
The poem was written in 
1883 and sold at a literature auc-
tion to rais.: funds for the completion of the 
statue's pedeital, ar.d since the date of its 
purchase it has become the S)mbol of those· 
who have- washed upon the shores of the 
United States. 
The statue itself is a testament to 
American free(!Jm and liberty, gh·en to the 
U.S. _by grareful F:enchmcn who meant to 
repay the: country that had inspired the revo-
lutionary sentiment in their homeland. The 
lady of green copper who has' stained through 
the ages is collaboration between nations and 
those who ha\"C C\'Cr felt the blood of free· 
dom beat through tl,eir hearts. · 
Beside the copper goddess of liberty 
stands the portal to the heart and soul of 
the Americar. experience, where nearly all _ 
Amerians can trace their genealogy, at least 
down their li\"CS to build a railroad ing nothing more than simple hox cutters, C?mparato said cocrci\'c actions or · 
that runs on the bones and blood and proceeded to target civilian and military attempted coercion of the government is con-
lost in its construction.Japanese immigrants targets in the United Stater. The laws ha\-c sidered a violation of the USA PATRIOT 
withstood prosecution without presump- changed, but at what price? Act of 2001, subjecting many who have 
lions ofinnocencc after the bombing of Pearl · Shortly after the tragic events of Sept.11, protested war, or enga6c in the fundamental 
Harbor. 2001, President George W. Bush signed into right of every Amcricat1 the right to assemble 
Their lives were taken from them, forcec law one of the most swecpi_ng and revolu~ peacefully, to a potential thr~at. 
into interment camps or to fight for a nation tionary law packages of the nC\v millennium, "The people who protested the bomb-
that saw them as the ultimate enemy. Many the Uniting and Strengthening America by ing in Vasquez in Pueno Rico, they would 
lust their lh-es, their lands, their businesses Providing Appropriate Tools Requ!red to be subject to and csm1tially be considered • · 
and their dreams, but it was their goal to Intercept and Obstruct Terrorism Act of as committing terrorist actst he said. "They 
lh·e in this nation. A nation we to take for 2001, or for short the USA PATR!OT Act. trespassed on federal land to do that. And 
granted in the new millennium. · The 342-pagc statute addressed primary broke federal law, and by doing so they'arc 
The words placi:d at the feet ofliberty concerns on many Americans minds follow- essentially forgoing citizenship, and .the jus- · 
herself that seemed to be immortal have been. ing one of the most tragic events in United . ticc department can deport them." '' · 
replaced. Replaced not only for the-throng of States histoiy. . . , . . , . UpPn the apatriation of citizens, the gov· 
yearning masse. that seeks solace.and serurity Three-hundred and fifty-six reprcscnta• emment is then ~esponsil:,lc for their dcten· 
. in the borders of the world's richest and most rives and 98 senators voted to make the USA tion or deportation to military bases or their 
militarily p<'werful countiy, but for.the mass- . PATRIOT Act II reality, a reality. that would 
cs who have inhabited this countiy tincc their ,· ·allow law enforcement agencies an,d officiah . See SECURITY, page 9 
News 
SECURITY said the imprisonment of suspected · mum~securlty county jail with 215 . 
CONTINUE[) ffiOM PAGE 8 terrorists and pointedly r:icial groups beds, housing county arid U.S. =-
and ethnic minorities 1w never made shal inmates; · 
America a safer 113tion. , , It was opened in January to 
homelands. However, in the case • "In times of aisis, we respond : replace thrce'deteriorating county· 
of the Pue.10 Ricans, where wou!J by limiting freedom," Yonhka said. · jails. The building sat almost empty 
the government deport citizens of a "nut is the way we fed safe. We until the INS began sending immi-
U.S. protectorate? , ·weren't safer during the internment • grants to the jail, paying slightly · 
"I don't think anybody knows.·, · .ofJap;mcsc Amaicans. Those thin~ .. more than $45 ~r night for each ~ 
whether or not they do end up in , .. do not nuke us safer. They nC\'CI' · . detainee. As compared to the cost 
their country'of origin, I don't C\'Cn . ha,-e. They n=will.~ • . of paying $106 a night in federal 
know if we know of anyone who 1w The lusty actions of the go..-eni- detention centers near Chicago, · 
been dumped some where they don't .. ment to release a piece oflcgislation where all of the detainees hcarin~ . 
rome from," he said. "Honestly, ~ to combat terrorism and curb public· arc held. . . . . . · 
don't know anything about where· · fcan worries Yonhka and many like . · The U.S. Immigration and 
people arc or where they an: going. him. Actions that ha..-e led to the . ·- Natur:ilization Service reported 
fa"Cl)1hing is guesswork with what sneak and peck provision made legal · 19,137 detainees on Dec. 31, 
the go,-emmenl in conjunction with under the signing of the legislation 2001, down from 19,528 at year-: . , 
the JU5tice Department is doing with bothered him more than anything.·: : end 2000. Though many of these . · 
people." • · . Priorto the PATRIOT Ai:t, the . · 10,376 detainees were held in fed-
In remarks John Ashcroft made · government had to obtiin a \\~t eral and stlte prisons and locu jails, 
to Sell3te Judiciary Committee and gi,-e notice to a. potential sus- 4,550 were in INS-oper:ited facili-' 
on March 4, 2003, "The Terrorist pect before searching property. The t:es and 1,947 in private facilities . 
Threat: Working Together to Fourth Amendment right to privacy under exclusive contr:ict to the INS. 
Protect America," he hinted that the , has now disappeared, gone with Following the C\'Cnts of Sept. 11,', 
resultsofthePATRIOTActhave '. acccsstobdylibcrty'scrown. 2001,thenumberofpcoplehdd · 
allm,-ed him to accomplish much· · "With sneak and peck warrants, under INS jurisdiction rose, peaking ·. · . 
through the extension of law enforce- • you C2J111ot challenge it if there's · at 21,226 on Sept. 25. Since that 
ment rights and duties .. But the some mistake," he said. "Under sneak time, despite weekly fluctuations, 
attorney general failed to mention the and peck, they can conduct a search, . the count has held steadv. 
number of detainees in custod)~ some and then delaJ telling you. And its With government officials 
news senices h:n-e placed the nwnber not limited to terrorism. The fun · , unwilling to rcl=e information, 
at 1,800, some at 1,000. However, case in Illinois was in a federal fraud · such as country of origin, names, 
of the estinuted number detentions, cisc, not terrorism.W. . and reasons of detention, many ' 
only 211 hm: had aimill31 charges · There are number of court 'hear- in~ividuals continue to go 
. ,rought against them. ings challenging the new laws and 
Eighteen-thousand subpoenas their implementation, including 
and search w:urants ha,-e been an attempt by Congressman John 
issued. :\lore than 1,000 applica- Cony=Jr., D-Mich., who tried to 
tions in 2002 were made under the attend a deportation hearing and was 
Foreign Intelligence Service Act in denied, and then through a court rul-
court targeting terrorists, spies and ing able to gain access. 
foreign po"-ers that thn=iten our "What PATRIOT Act or sub-
security, including 1 iO emergency sequent acts arc tl)ing to do is to 
FISAs. Four alleged terrorist cells kcc:p those hearings entirely quiet," 
in Buffalo, Detroit, Seattle and Comparato said. "So that they could 
Portland ha,-e been broken up and get rid of people whenC\-er they like. 
211 aiminal charges brought to date; There is a sort of netherworld that 
108 comictions or guilty picas ha,'C these people occupy. And they will 
been garnered to dare, including continue to occupy that world until. 
those of shoe-bomber Richard Reid, the jl!Stice Department decides 
"American Taliban" Johra Walker . . they're noL" 
Lindh and one member of a "terror-
ist" Buffalo cell; and 4i8 deportations 
ha,-e been linked to the September 
11 investigation. 
l\lark Corallo, a spokesman 
for the jll5tice Department in 
Washington, D.C., said that he 
could not comment on the number 
of detentions throughout the country 
but produced a series of numbers 
related to the charges and comictions 
brought to suspected terrorist and 
detainees in the country. 
A NEW REALITY 
FOR IMMIGRANTS 
· No longer are immigrants treated . 
to the \ie\v of the Atlantic seaboard , 
or the Starue of Liberty. Today, 
immigrants, srudents with foreign 
vi.<as and illegal immigrants face a 
harsh new reality. The landscape now 
holds a different picture of America • · • 
- Checkos Restaurant in Ullin, Ill. 
Through the trees · 
------- and rolling landscape 
' ' In the age of of Southern Illinois are . · 
terrorism and some of the world's most 
beautiful wonders, acres · 
homeland security. of trees and miles of 
The Federal Bureau 
oflm'CStigation did not 
comment on the actions 
they ha,-e ukrn to combat 
terrorism in the area, or 
C\"Cn if the broad· new 
abilities they now ha,-e arc 
.being used. 
Rick Stonecipher, 
supcnisory !>Cnior agent 
at the FBI in Carbondale 
said -if the nC\v abilities 
that the PATRIOT Act 
allmv.. them ask federal 
in,·estigators: "It would 
t1kc me two \\ttks to 
an.•,wer th3t question," he 
can a country 
built on the col-
umns of freecrom 
still represent and 
demonstrate to the 
world the epitome 
of democracy, or 
farmland. But nestled in 
a town of no more than . 
n9 people lies one big 
sccrc:t :- actually 146 big -~ Behind the doors 
of the Tri-County 
Detention Center in 
Ullin reside some of the 
Midw~t's most heinous 
aiminals - drug dealers, ·· 
pedophiles, rapists and 
killers - asid.: the :Utg21 
and legal immigrants of 
today, people, who ha,-e 
•. said. "And at this moment 
I cannot m:ikc: any com-
menl, or gi\-e you 3ny 
are uiee doomed to 
repeat the mistakes 
that hai'e preceded 
particulars." 
Compa.ra10 said the 
Justice Department does 
OUT era!'' in some way or another 
------- attempted to escape their. 
not 1!3,-e 10 release any information 
relating 10 tht detention ofimmi-
gr:t.'115 or supposed •enemy combat-
- ants" 3nd, in fact, the United States . 
docs not ha,-e to abide by the Geneva 
Con,-ention. 
"1bcy are enemy combatants, 
homelands_ to gain access 
to the country with the most freedom 
in the world, the United Stltcs. 
Instead of the green facide of the 
Statue of Liberty, many immigrants 
gaze from the.trucks the feder:il 
gO\"Cml\mit and Immigration and. 
Natur:ili:.?:1tion Senices use to trans-
port them upon the •o" that lays 
crooked atop the Cliecko's resrau~. 
r:int next to the maximum~v.curity 
j~L. . . " ... 
but they are essentully illegal enemy · 
combatants. They aren't soldiers of 
another n.1tion, they do not ha,-e uni-
fo:ms, so essentially they arc not COY'.' 
e1-ed by the protection of the Geneva 
Com-ention," he said.·. . · . 
Ed Yonkka, the Chicago Sj>Okcs~ 
man for the American Cj\il Liberties 
Union, in a speech he g:m: to stu-
dents at the Lesar Law auditorium 
on the effects of terrorist L'.gislation 
and spccifi~y the PATRIOT Act.· 
· Opened in 1999byGRW. •. 
' . Corporation, a comp;my based out 
. ,,fBre;itwood, Tenn., that designs.-
. builds and mall3&CS adult and · 
jm"Cnile correctional facilities and -
. pto\ides consulting sen-ices to the . 
corrections industry, the Tri-County 
Detention Center~ a male maxi~ 




photos by MEREDITH MERCIER 
·,;.I'm driving, I'm driving, I got to go drive~ shouts 
2-year-old Analah Norwood as she runs to a toy car 
in Turley Park Tuesday afternoon. With the increas-
. ingly nice weather in the area, outings to the park 
have bt:come a_n everyday occurrence for children 
throughout Carbondale. Curing their time at the park 
. Analah, Diamond and Hydia Norwood took time to 
· play on the swings, climb on the jungle gym and go 
down the slide. Their parents, Serie Thomas and his 
fiance Marquita Norwood, both of Carbondale, keep 
an ever~present eye on their girls from a nearby park 
bench. 
GPSC opposes new University smoking policy 
Council also passecl 
resolution· regarding 
proposed tuition increase 
within 25 feet of a!J building entrances and~ environment for 5mokcrs ll,an i-unding outside 
_ forbids smoking in residence halls. Cigarette in the weather. . 
sales would also · cease at the Information Thi: discussion will be E:athered into a 
Center, located in the Student ~tcr. resolution, which will be voted on at the next 
Leah Williams 
Daily Egyptian 
. President Amy Sill:'o-m said an· increase in meeting. • 
student fees might be implemented to rover the The · council also :ippro\-cd a resolution 
sales deficit. _ . . ~ingtheproposcd. _____ _ 
"The rcs~lt of the loss is mqrc than S50,000, tuition increase, which • 
· . which mc:ins the Student Center will probably had been previously 
The Graduate and Professional Student come forward a.'ld ask for at least S1.50 increase discussed a~ the Aug. . 
Council took a drag of the new smoking policy.• (per student) to cover_ the loss,7 said Sill:'o-cn, a 26 meeting. · 
and decided to put it out~ , . , _ ,.gndaate student in English. . _ ·. . - · The University's . 
GPSC collccth-cly disagreed with the 1 Vice President for GradU.tte School Affairs tuition increase called 
The nut mttling 
u TutJday, ~pl, 23. 
lit 7 p.m. In d,r 
Cambr:a Room in IM 
Scubnt Cmttr. --
proposed plan at Tuesday night's meeting. The <:a•.cy Deatcn argued that the 'policy has no . for a • 16.2 percent · · · 
council :igrccd to draft a resolution addressing solution. _ __ · . incrc:isc in 2005 and 125 percent in 2006 for 
the concerns the members had aoout th: polic-1. "The pclicy docs· not solve anything. All it'· gr:duate students. According to GPSC officers, 
Also passc;d was a resolution rcg-..:;Jing the docs is moyc it. If we can't smoke 'here,' then : · the administration had prcviou•ly _ promised 
prop<>scd tuition increase, whi;h is schcdul~ _ we'll smoke 'here,"' _ said Deaton, a gr:aduate · only a 7 pem:nt or 8 percent increase for those 
to bq;in· next year. _ _ _ . . student in E11glish. . · · · · - · · · )"Cars. _ . · . • 
Beginning -- next fall semester, ___ Chancellor Silcvcn suggtsted smoking· shdtcrs with · · The !CSOlution stated that increasing gndu• 
,.Walter Wendlcr's i::cw pplicy bans smoking education..! pamphlets would provide a better ate tuition· ~without proper Jisscmination _ ai 
; ~ •• 0 - • ' • ' ~,1.-· - ; •• - .. ,. ' •• ~ ' 
information and feedback from grad~ate stti-
dents• places an •unforeseen and unfair burden• 
on the students. Through the resolution, GPSC 
requested the _ administration to maintain its 
previous tuition plans. The council passed the . 
resolution by acclamation. 
, The tuition inaca;c was also discussed at 
• M~nday's contingency meeting. Sib-en said the 
president and treasurer of the Board had decided 
not to vote on the increase for two months. 
The GPSC president also said Wendler did 
·give his word in front of witnesses that the 2005 
tuition increase would return to the previously 
proposed percentage. . 
She also said the chancellor is willing to 
"back off' in :?O~ but would like to com<: to 
the Sept. 23 meeting to discuss the issue in rnorc 
do:tail with the council •. _ . 
_,.. &porttr uah Wil/iamsran hutadxd al 
lwillilmi@dai1ycgyptia1,.com 
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PATRIOT ACT 1ion law, said the government used that an immigrant or citizen w:i• pro-
lo have infoni1 an immigrant of the · viding aid 10 a_ terrorist mganization 
OONTINUW FROM rAGE I -charges bought against hiin within knowingly. Now,· the presumption, :. ,---~=:'.".":":'~==!r:":-::-:=~:------~--~--, 
seven days of detention. But the USA arc rcvcncd, and an alien niust prove 
put'on cit:.:.cns has turned into cries PATRIOT Act allows detentions the negative, 
of unrest, calling for gm'tmmcntal without evidence made clear to the which he or , , Obviously 
· reasoning. · . immigrant. she did not 
"It illustrates-that they·arc·con- · "They can basically hold immi- · know. The · we want to do 
a:med ';ibout the tc,.,:I of erosion and . grants for unlimited times; Buys - assumption ,, what we can to 
support particularly when their own said. "Part of the pt't'l>lcm with this of guilt is 
supporters from the consctV:1.tivc is that the.Justice Department claims upon the Slop .terrorism, 
end of the spectrum arc complaining· , .. that. this information is sensitive an4 - immigrant. · but we have 
aboutthe_act;Jaclcsons,w.' .< .· ·._. _·confidential.and.1hcy.cannotdisclosc :. ;' An_u.t.~er ·.· ··[~remember 
TI1c · American ; Civil _-Liberties .• : it. But that leaves the: immigrant in prov u a on . ·. . , - · -• 
Uniori has protested the. pr.msions limbo because they do not have access in : the .. law i · ··. what we stand 
of the act since its conception, calling - to what they have been accused of and · ex pan d c d ·• Jor .:._ not only 
. into question the reasoning as well as . don't lm-c access to all the informa- _ what it_ means~ t.. 
; the ease at which the gm-cmment has - _lion."·· .. · - _ · • , ... to. _; ~ge . Wnai we are 
.,_been able to justify mass de!enlions (!f; '.· In the_ c;oming 'l\'tcks and months in · criminal · / n~ainst.,, 
. Arab and South Asian mo\. . . . " after the atticks, the White House, ·a C t i V i t y. ""t> 
Ed Yo!lhk2, director of commu- under the· approval of th~ president, '; Immigr:mts ·· .. : --Sen. PaulSlmon 
, _ nicitions a~ the _Illinois chapter of the would _budget. S5.9_ billi~n to ~end· arc .. already _ Public Por. =~ 
, ·ACLU, said the federal government. thena11onagaanstb1ologicalterronsm, .. dcnred_· from ·· oc:r 
:is oper:iting:.;:~,p:occdurcs that arc> an increase of S4.5 billion~ or 319 ·e.'\gagingin terrorist ac0ity, which is 
omly broad and intrusive. · · · · · · . . percent - from the 2002 IC\tl_ The _ a e1eportable ·offense.. ' · ·,: 
•Jt goes so far as to brcakwith•.~:J?cpartmcnt·of;-Ho!lleland Security· "lfanjn,~riigrant:abuscshisorher. 
· 1r:idi1ion. It allows intrusr.-c invcstiga·• , ~-oo!d be formed, and the inclusion · position 'of prominence .within any · 
· • tions to take place not of people who ,--: · of SC\-cral departments into one large · · r.rontry to c: .. Jorse or cspoosc: terrorist 
. arc suspects, :and who arc suspected of. _ -bureaucratic · machine ,vould • begin · activity or .. persuade others to do so, 
· terrorism, bunirtually C\'CI)"O~ can ' 10· chum away at the obliteration of _. they .?II be prohibited from coming 
now be a taq;et of im"CStigation," he terrorism. · . . . • · 0 .'to the United States o~ kicked out of 
, said. •For one thing, the PATRIOT And behind the appointments of·, ~ United Sta~," Buys said. •some 
Act's definition of terrorism is · so officials and the ground breaking of ·: legal scholars ha,-c said that goes too· 
• O\'trly broad and cxpansi\'c that it a depaf.ment to ~compass all factors far because it puiilihcs people for pure 
· .. includes not· only groups such :is al .. ~f the war on :cnorism \\':lS a. piece . speech not ainnected to incitement of 
· ~cda, but groups like Green Peace of legislation _that _wocld change the · violenC:C: · · 
, . · or Opcr:ition Rescue. political and socW landscape of the · -----------
. · , "Who gets im"CStigated becomes country. The USA PATRIOT f,ct of' . See P!\TRIOT ACT, page 15 
a issue." . . 2001, 342-p:iges long, was appnwc-1: . - . _ ·,_ 
lntcn-cntionism, as prescribed by by the Senate by a vote. of 98-1;' · 
the· act, aJ;ows for greater access to Senator- Russ Feingold cast the only 
-·.dcctronic surveillance and no need . ,-ote-againstthelaw. : . 
for prnbable cuisc :- the information_ _ . "\Ve must continue to respect our 
. only needs. to be sought in ·an im"CS~ - Constitution. and_ protect our civil 
ligation. · Yonhk2 said that docs not liberties in the wake of the attacks. 
. · mci:t probable cause standards. ·As the chairman of the Constitution . 
·. "That allows law enforcement offi· Su?COmmittec of the Judiciary' · 
ciais the ability to go on fishing expc- · Committee, _ I . recognize • that this 
ditions into the peoples' records and is a different \\"Orld with different 
life," he.said, ''when they aren't really technologies, different issues, and · 
· suspected of doing anything illegal or ~t threats; Feingold said _as he 
being in\'Dl~-cd in a conspir:iey. addressed scnau-rs on the floor of the 
"There arc people.and groups out SenateonOct.25,2001. "Yet\VCmust 
.' there that fed they arc being spccifi- , examine tNCry item that is proposed in 
cally taq;etcd." response to thC:lC C\'Cl,ts to be sure \\'C 
On Nov. 2':1, 2001, the New York arc not rewarding these terrorists and 
Times reported . an estimated 1,200 weakening oursclm_ by giving up the 
detainee$ '\\-er.: being hdd in \-anous . cherished freedoms that they seek to . 
detention ccnt:rs throughout the . destroy.• . . . ' ' 
: Northeast, and c.f those, only a hand-·. · A blow to many who felt the need ' · 
~l had al ~~ links. The gm-cm7. f~r hearings ?f suspcctcd terrorist !_O be 
ment officially told the Washington held in the open and made public, the 
Post 20. days ·earlier. that it would federal gm-cmment had decided such_::.< 
step releasing the tillies of suspected matters, because of the sensitivity to 
detainees. . U.S .. sccurity, would become closed 
: . "The rc2SOn . we don't know hearings intended far. the cars of. 
the. precise number . is because the milituy persoMcl. . - ... > • · . • 
. Department of Justice won'ttcll us the · . . Documents. ,voul~ be sealed and 
• · number," Yonhk2 said. "They h:n-c . Mense law)-crs denied some of.their -
• decided that keeping peopl-: secretly:· procedural rights. · ·,. · • ·'· · .. ·. •· 
detained is :m appropriate ar.ti~ty in a _ :"'.fhe · PATRIQT Act_- standing . : 
free and open society." • · · · alone docs not operate by 1tsc!~ Tht ' 
Yonhk2 said not one of those . · President issued an order on Nov. 
people who weft' detained in the 13, allowing milituy tribunals, and 
initial round-up after 9/it were ever that rontributed as well," Buys said. 
charged with terrorism or conspiracy "Those l'l\"O acting together changed 
to commit terrorism. · · · the i:andscape for immigr:a.'lts." 
-Many of these. individ.ulf ,,-ere The PATRIOT Act provisions 
detained in conditions that do not h:n-c been incorpor:ited into the 
fo-c up e the American ideal of how Immigration ar,d Nationality Act,' 
,\'C should treat people. Some ,,-ere lc.r.ing many 1cgal scholars question~ 
sometimes physically and ·.-crbally ing the meaning of the act. . 
' abused." . · · "What docs it mean to aid and 
The problem with de1;tining abet ~ tc_.rorist organization?" 'she 
people before they could ha,-c :-. chance · questioned. · 
to commit crimes or pose a particular Abetting a terrorist (!rganization 
threat led to wrongful dctentbiu of :according tot· the statues of the law 
law-abiding immigrants, Yonhk2 · includes knowing a:id not knowing 
said. .. _ . . . . . . you wc.-e contributing to such a 
~~QI~ $1,~er;s 
-~1/: '1 __ :_runK-.u.~ lib~ ~~ 1-
-~/1'/anie .. '!Jrand1Jmice Slloei &' Cfotlling 
,?I~ •C{assic to :Exotic• }f •Cfii(dren to q.iduft• 
~ 
606 S.11!;,wI!Ave~ C...-lx:,r.dale • 529-1080 
Mon. -SaL. U·- i!pm 618~9ii0or618--444-5881 
Detentions cin be· for ·undisclosed . group.. · · · · · · · · . . , 
amounts of time lasting from SC\-cr-. • The \\"Ording .'wlthin · .the · iaw 
days to a year. Cindy Buys, an SIUC,_,. S\\itched the burden of proof; Prior to 
professor who s~alizes in immigra- •. the l:.w, !he gm-cm~ent had to p~-c 
:-\'~-~~&h~.ru1mm~·-_ .. ' 
~axmllri$fimlf!ll~mml~flTh:rw'o«mJDxarrlldl\mI, 
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a fairy ialei 
~~~-· hides alnngside .· 
Located.in Shaw.nee National Forest 
. ' . 
~nd on Makandp,'s boardwalk, 
the Rainmaker· shop contains a 
whimsical garden created from old 
memories· and ·fost treasu~es 
st~!)' by NICOLE SACK • photos by DEREK ANDERSON 
t is hidden next to Giant City State 
1.·,,•~;1,j;,;;;.1 Park, in the valley of Mak::nda on the 
old boardwalk. 
Behind the Rainmaker shop that 
shines with copper and brass, foun-
tains and statues sparkle and beckon 
onlookers to come closer. 
It is hiding there. 
I\Iennaids and dragons. Castles and labyrinths. 
Stone and met.ti. Copper and brass. Grass and bricks. 
Home and garden. Inspiratfon and art. 
Iflife began in a garden, then Da\'c Dardis got it 
bad.-wards. His life created this garden. 
Thirty years ago, Dardis anc his partnm rented · 
the shop on the ~lakanda boardwalk for $40 a month. 
Now Dardis ow:is the Rainmaker shop, which sells his 
hand-mad:: copper creations and encases his upstairs 
home and his backyard garden. • 
The garden is a place for new life and a refuge 
for things that arc tired an'd old. Unlo\'cd relics and 
antiques find their way into Dardis's yard ·ind quickly 
merge into something new. Objects in the garden 
appear to morph into oth_er creations. 
A cistern cap becomes a t:ible. Foot-nils of a bar • 
become the handrails of a bridge. Stones become 
CUR] 
DAILY I 
SIU Alumni Dave Da;dis began working ~n his backyard gard.en ·30 years ago when. he was 
renting a space on the Makanda b_oardwalk for $40 a· month. Over time, Dardis has created a 
multi-level wonderland filled with elaborate ponds, bridges and his own metal artwork. It has 
become a unique.Southern Illinois destination for those.who know its secret. · 
castles. Art blends i~t~ na~. secret ofit. · 
".When I started the garden, I was· doing it. for ·. Kelly and Ronnie Pinkston of Harrisburg made the 
myself,~ Dardis s:tid. "I had nothing more in mind." . journey to Makar.da on a Sunday afternoon. It wzs the. 
While he may have createJ the garden out of his couple"s third time to the garden, which they find to be 
o,m freedom and life experiences, other. people ha,'C differ~:tt from anything else in Southern Illinois. 
begun to t:ikc notice. Dardis' guden has become a : :•UnJ,-ss )'OU stumble upon it, unless you get out and 
uniquely different destination for those ,~ho\ know the .walk ~'.lfld, yr,u den•~ know what's back there,• Kelly 
lENTS 
GYPTIAN 
:-: . · ·.-''Unless yoti stumble_upori'ir, ',;-::? ~:·.-:: :: '.' 
' · 1~~'d..s 1011 get "!'t.ariihvalk iijpin~,-~ou~di»i•~-?'.:. 
-~, ··know ~hat's bdck there.,, _- : • , .. 
: _ -~ Kally. Plnbton 
. ,:,•;patron 
. Pinbt~~ ~~~t ~- :.~ -~. . . . ~ , ~c ., ., • 
Her husband recalled the first time the couple made 
their way through th~ shop, edging their way through 
the dark hallway. ·- · , . . . , ', _ : : ... 
"It blew me away; Ronnie Pinkston•said. "Unless 
you'~ ~c~n it, you ~?_lµrdlj,-~esaibc ~t.~ ·• ; __ · · ~ .,: 
.'·~:-~:-:· - :~· .... •· '. . ·; ;·:.·:_:~/:: 
Projects and time do nor-always. coincide· :in ~th·c. -
garden.· · · _- --__ . • .' · ,:.- . .'. :_ ;'. ·•;;:;:~_:::::~'.; i __ :; ; .. 
. - . Piles· of old ~. moldyand'wcr, sit ;ilcntlyin the.-'. 
:_ comcr·ofthc yard, waiting for Dardis ro·acatc'somc-r, 
-· thing-our of them. Dardis acknmvledgcs tli~. as the .. 
materials he intended to USC to build a porch 211ii then ... 
· quietly~s away.from the corroding wood.:;. ~:. •_ ; __ : : . 
: Baptist Hill and Crackers Neck roads:border the·:.: 
property •. Remains 'of an lSS0s bnd~ a"iid.a\.st~iic_'":.·:: · 
doctor's hi:nisc jct out of the hilly lai11lscapc':~ ii d.fi<:'-'..~ 
stream b·ed waits for.,vcttcrwcathcr. ·:··• · ·: •:; --:-·;:::.:_:;;, 
The gudcri' holds a sense of d~\'cty. S~ ancF• ; .. 
paths !alee its , visitors to . the' different lc,.~ 'of the ~ · 
· · g:udcIL There arc discoveries to be made c\'crywhcre. '. _· ., 
- the safe door from the Cobden bank, mosaic titles;_:...-{ 
bending tree trunks;" a stone. towb- ai11l reflcctinc~ · 
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ponds. Disco\-c.ry in the garden is not limited to the · · - · · ' · · · · 
people who visit, it; Dardis himself continues to find Using rocb fro~ the surro~~ding Shawnee National. Forest. Dardis and his friends have constructed walls,. ponds, 
new things in the gardcIL . w~terways·_and_ elaborate p~ths ~0~ vi~itors_ to explore; - · _ _ _ . . . . 
"Evety time I dig a hole, I'm looking for treasure; . = · 
Dardis sais: He has found douns of old glass bottles, Li:2thcr in Carl>ondai~ · Lcath.crwork·~ what took · ''We have one of cvctyth:ng in· Makanda, except -
whiskey jugs and c,.-cn arrowheads on his property. Dardis to his first meJic<.-al festival. . These festivals a horse," Dardis says. "I was thinking about making 
· Bdow the tower in the garden, there arc two would lasts for two months; arid the ~men would a horse." · 
pondi.:,Thc ponds arc named after the men who dug build and live in their shops. :Ar the, festivals -there Behind Dardis is his gardcIL In front of him the 
thcm;Jiin P!)nd an~ Pete Pond. Dardis cxplaines that were :other artisans, magici_ans ·and :jousting teams valley of Makanda. Below his feet sits his home. 
~tcr ~;~af. o~ 4rinking b~. and han~g_ oyt, he· h~d z./who do:nothing bu! pmti_cc ~c.~.j~a~~rg ~~ch Dardis looks out to the green, full hills as storm clouds ., 
his ~nsu;4ig:}io~. U1_e-s1u of their bodi~;:;tnd m, , ~diet on _ho~back, Dardis s:ud:-~.:,,,~ ~-:-·· · ,. · ', swifily make their way around the Rainmaker shop. 
cxch~ngc the ponds were_· named for them.·: • · • , - Drcssmg the part was stressed at the f:urs. · • _ · "I'm not much of a mover;. Dardis says: "I don't 
"'Dig a hole as big as you.' So they dug their own · . ":You sec macho guys wearing tights:· and it makes think l1I ever lr:n-c." · · · 
gm~• Dardis says. you fed a little better about it. It's.all part of the garb," 
f unjs the bigger of the two friends. said Dardis, who wore tights as Yo-ell.. · 
11 
• '. Dardis said he would demonstrate the art of boot-
. • • • • • making for onloo1'crs at the fair. • _ ... 
Walking around the garden, Dardis apologizes for "Not knowing ~hat I was doing, I made boots_ on 
the mess of!ca\·es and din, vowing that things will be my own feet. Sometimes .I made boots with my toes 
clean by Vulture Fest Oct,-18 and 19. Vulture Fest is a sticking out_of thcm. I tried to make that _l~k like.it 
two~day celebration of the rctuin of the vultures to the was on purpose," Dardis said. • : · -.· , -: :. • : 
area 'and a shmvc:ising of the Makanda craftspeople ... ; ·' . :While he ,vas at i:hc festiv.ils; he s·aw a ·group of 
Food and music arc also · · craftsmen making jewcl.ry with 
a rriajor part of the fcsti\-al. a torch. -Dardis said· that was 
Dardis "'ill open the Once in ' when he became a jeweler. He 
a Blue Moon Cafe above his ~ learned by doing and started . _ 
shop and will also use_ his gar- , . making .~really ugly' SJ-rings," • 
den to host a handful of bands, · he said,; From·-thcre' hc'took- · 
he said. - ·_ - . · ' his first steps iri th~ craft for.!-
Dardis says that after the . which he is now · renowned, 
Vulture Fest each }-Car, some metalwork. · -
things get left behind and make His experience of lin-:g in 
the garden their home. He says the . festival environment has 
that people ha\-c left behind made its way into the pcrma-
guirars, old signs, . wood-bum- ... ncnt home he now has. The . 
ing stO\'CS and C\-cn a dog. maze he acated iri his garden 
One of_ his dogs, Sam I was inspired: by th~- i>ncs he · __ 
Am, follows Dardis around the·, . saw -constructed at· -the fcs- -
yard ~th a ydiow: smiley-fa~ ~, rivals. Wncn Dkiis left the 
Frisbee in his mouth. - . · ·• . festivals, the memory· of drag-
Dardis takes. the disk from ons rerum:d with him, and the 
the dog. . . . .. , ,. , , fantisy ~of• the:. fairs followed 
·~:itch. this; Dardis_ says::::.· close· behind.~ _Metal• dragons 
"My friends. and .I can . watch·: : now grace his gardCIL . . 
this all night" _ _ · · After his first fair, Dardis 
. · With that, Dardis flings the:_, : knew. hi: would never get a· 9~.' 
~diskintothcmuc_of!~garilc_ii,·.>. . _ :,. i,_'to-Sdeskjob-:-_· . ., : _ ~<. 
bd<JW. Sam I Am na111gatcs his · ,,-. _, ; • ·: ;.:./.-';_,~-' "'Inc -fcsaval was __ '· too · 
_way around the structure untiL The · re~ains· of· a _ pre-Civil: \Ya.r ",~uch fun;,Dardis'.said. "'.l'~-- .. : 
he retrieves. the happy disk.> bridge can, be.found atthe edge_ of -~ going to' do this,'! thought to,• 
· The dog C.1gerly returns it to his,. the garden! It-was built using native-'.: .mysel£". ; , . _ : ·: .. :-- : · • -- . , : ... 
owner who_ is standing·o~ the -. stones~arrangeifin' a: keystone' arcff:·:·~ .Dardis saw~no rc2SOn to get :· 
highesqiarr of the~f~:n~ .p_atte~ ~<>-.t~a~ the top of.t~e~#; or ·:'a ~itionaljob. : ·· <: . · :~ '.:'. 
the tower., .. '. , - :.. : ':' :•;:: -.keystone, presses the side stones of~ ! , .Once you start working for· .. :i 
Again the· disk is lau_nchcd _-the arch· more tightly.together~ :•::0 • yourself, the idea of gettipg a. · 
an~.::ar:;zr::~t/P~di~:li;:t :,i/{ -} :.,:·~i~~;~/: ;?;;~: ·sJf.!;!~~~l~tw':i:t;;r %5:s~; \: 
.. Qardis, SS,-a 1971 graduate iof SIUC m com~ :,and stay poor. Ho one wants to be poor-;--but those, ~ ·.:-
prehcnsive design science, ciunc . tQ Southcm • lllinois '.- arc }1>ur thoughts.9 ~; '._- :· . . : : - - · _✓ • • ·- ,: •• : ••• • , 
· . &porttr .Vi,olt Sad 
,an 6t rta,htd at 
· nsack@dailycgil'tian.CC>m 
: from Dolton; lll. In many ways, Dardis has:ncvcrlcft. ~,·.~'And docs Dints think he is poor? -: : - ;_ :_ I _,: 
: ~~0)~~~~~~-~{(:~i)~?t1j½0~,-;~~ }1~[;);~01)~ 
bccrswith'fiicnds: •• '. ·.-. > c•;_ '. . , : ·;'., y,·,.~ . }-- ' - '_. .·. . -,-: ·- .,,,, .. ,, C Dardis follows behind·a groi.ip of visitors climbing the rriai,istaircase--< 
AfterDardis graduated, he joined two oth'cr SlUC: ( ''. . • • •., .. ~ - . _ . leading to another part of his backyard garden. During the upcc,ming 
, graduates and began his experience as a leather work- ~ • Standing on top o( his_ roof facing the_: hills of_ ; Vulture Fest. Dardis plans to pl~y host to a handful of bands and open his_ · _ 
, cr,tOUVin_g_•lc-athu and a-eating .&'Ml'JICntntBullshiR ''I tfabnda, Dardis looks,oubtc.-the, town bdOlY,t 11. ~ •. • > orice in a Blue:Moorfcafe.' ,-L· -: -, • ~-~ .,:...~)-1 ~~I ; ~ ~~ ~:;y:, .. ,. ~-tj,• 1:,1,;,,," , .• ; • .: 
~ .,\,,.,·,~·~'-,", -·~~- .. -·~ 
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Methamphetaritlne labs 
becoming more popular 
Stationary, rolling of cocaine. ·nut the ingredients for a growing, trend called ·rolling 
mcthamphetamine, which arc usu· · bbs.R The number _of rolling labs 
lab numbers increase .ally purchased or stolen from rebil is in~ng bcousc they arc quick' 
~tores, arc much cheaper. · ' , · and easy to set up and do not hm: 
Amber Ellis 
Daily Egyptian 
Retail stores sell : all of · the the same odor as stationary bbs. 
materials needed to produce mcth. Stationary labs are typi· 
_ Sudafed, batteries and glass bowls cally reported when neighbors smdl 
Illinois cracked · · down on arc some of the products needed to ammonia or ether. Police also find 
methamphetamine production and manufacture methamphetamine. the bbs after entering a home with a 
distribution last month with lcgisla• \\Tai-Mart and several other search warrant for otheniolations. 
tion that provides harsher sentences retail stores· limit the amount of •I don't know if they're in it for 
to those who have been convicted of meth-producing products, such as the money; the anonymous _source 
second offenses. Sudafed, that· can be purchased or said. · · · · 
\Vithln the past few )-c:irs, law keep them behind the counter. •A' lot of times, when we find 
enforcement agencies . from across . "The precursors are relatively the labs; tl1esc people i..re living in 
the state line ha\'C bcc:n doing their ~ incxpensh-c, and [mcthamphet- pm-crty. It just doesn't make sensc.R 
part to pinpoint those producing · amine) is an easily man-made · Currently, only the Illinois State 
methamphctamine and what kinds substance; said Capt. Todd Sigler Police · and drug task forces arc 
of lahs are used to produce the of the SIUC Police Department. trained to dismantle: mcth labs.. . 
drug. Sigler said both melhamphct· The im"CStig:ili\-c agent said that ,• 
Typically, white males in their amine use and production are · although she remains hopcfu! ab_out' 
30s or 40~ an: found to be· the increasing, although there haw not currailing mcth production, . she. 
organizers of meth labs, but about been many arrests made this year. docs not sec an_ end to the problem . 
25 percent of the men are in their ·. SIUC's Police Dcp:irtment has in the near future •. , · .. : . . : 
20s, according to :in anonymous m:ide one arrest for mcth posses~ . . '7his is the biggest problcm.,vc 
source at the Illinois State Police sion· and two arrests were made for arc 'facing. right now; .the_ anony-
Dcpartmcnt's im"CStig:itive division. manufacturing meth this year. · . mous source said'. ."It's hurting so. 
So~e women arc. also found The two m:inufacturirig arrests · many families. This is really a n:isty, · 
working in meth labs, but they arc \\'Cre made when the individuals. nastydru;;.R ·· · · ··· 
usually younger, with half in their were pulled over for traffic \iola-
_&porttrA"1hr'Ellu . 
. · ,an ht rtat&d al. ·• 
20s and the other halfin their 30s. lions. · · 
One gram of mcth has the Traffic · violations are helping 
, aellis~dait)'Cgyplian.co~. same $100 street value as a gram law _enfo~ment agencies to stop. 
IF-YOU WA~'T 
TO EARN EXTRA 
~IONEY • .-. 
YOU O,L'V DO IT 
HERE 
,L\'D DO smm 
GOOD· 
'ffmeineke~ 
~f CfJrB center _ 
I EXHAUST I STRUTS. 
I BRAKES I CV JOINTS 
, SHOCKS , olL· CHANGE 
Pl.1Sma is used to make medicines that save 
lives. Donating, you sit b:ick in a lounge . 
chair and read. study, talk or just meet people 
in a place filled with friends. Find out how 
thousands of students cam C:Xlt:I spending 
money while al SIU Carbondale.· · 
DCI Biologicals 
301 W Main ~t. 529-3241 
i }r - - ...:_ - - 7 
~ ;' Special 510 Off er 
.~ : j . All New Donors j 
-. i Bring this ad and receive '5 extra on 
the 2nd and 4th donation 
, FREE !!25% OFF 
l Buy a Lifetime Muffler, :f LIFETIME BRAKE 
: GET A FREE l: -PADS & SHOES 
I OIL CHANGE II ...,..,,_=: 
I
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NEWS 
New·bin Laden ~pe calls 
on Islamic· extremists:,· 
to 'btlry~.U.S .. troops 
·Jonathan S. Landay 
Knight Ridder Newspapers 
"Progress Report on the Global. War 
on. Terrorism," asserting that nearly 
, . •. IWO•thirds of. •1he senior al qaeda 
WASHINGTON (KRT) lc:i~ers, operational managers and 
_ As President ·Bush on Wednesday key facilitators the U.S. government 
touted sua:csscs in the w-.u on terror- has been tracking- have been killed 
ism, the Arahic-langwgc satellite TV or C:tpturcd. 
channd Al-Jazccr,. broadcast a new U.S. intelligence agencies .are • 
vidcot1pe of Osanu bin Laden along . · analyzing the audiotape and the vid-
with an audiotape, apparent!}' from his eol:lpe, which showed bin Laden and 
top aide, exhorting Islamic exncmists his deputy, Ayman al Z:twahri, hiking 
to "pounce" on U,S; troops :111\l •bury on a rugged hillside. But SC\-cral U.S. 
them in Iraq's gr.t\~yard. R , • officials said they didn't doubt the 
The recordings \\'ere stark remind- · tapes' authenticity. . · 
crs that bin Laden and his followers Al Jazeera said the videotape w:r 
still pose a threat, ~re the AmcriCl.Jl made in late April or l\lay, but it didn't 
milir-ary actions in Afghanistan and disclose when or how it obtained the 
Iraq and the other· steps the United recordings. U.S. government officials 
· States is taking 10 cradic:ite terrorists, • provided partial, preliminary lransla-
their sanctuaries aiid financing. lions of the recordings. 
· · . . 'The tapes prm-c that •it's too early . A senior U.S. intdligence official, 
· 10 celebrate; said Michael Swetnam, a who spoke on condition of anonym-
. fo:mer U.S. intclligcnce official who's ity because intdligcncc on :errorism is 
:: now -al the Y-uginia-ba.<cd Potomac classified, said the initial CIA asscss-
_ • Jnstitute for PolicyStudics, a conserva• mentwas that the audiol:lpe probably 
lh-c rcscarch center. was recorded in May. l1 referred to 
· Al Jazccn, which is based in the U.S. troops in Iraq, but not to a series 
' Persian· Gulf nation of ~tar, aired of recent bombings there or to the col- · 
' the tape on. the· eve of the second lapse of the administration's Middle 
annh'CCSaty. of the terrorist attacks in East peace plan. 
New York ar.d~ Washington. Some lntdligcncc analysts, the official 
U.S. officials fc:irccl that the recordings said, think the videotape was intend:d 
·, might b.: a signal_tri al qaeda terrorists in part to show that bin Laden is 
to proceed with strikes du1 would healthier than he :ippearcd _to be in 
coincide \\ith the a.nni,-crsary. foot1ge recorded in Nm-ember 2001, 
American C:tb!e news outlets when he looked g:iun1 and i!L 
aired the recordings just before Bush On an audio track of the ,idcot:ipe; 
dclh-crcd an upbeat assessment of a voice said to be bin Laden's praised 
progress in the fight :igainst terrorism. the Sept. 11 attacks for doi"6 •great 
The White House also released a damage 10 the encmy.R 
Travelers' ·superstitions 
extend_ to Sept. 11 trips 
Ja"!ie Wellingto_n Nc-."Crthdcss, cmplo)= at tr:ins-
Cap1tal News SeMce portation facilities in Maryland :ire 
keeping their guard up. . 
ANNAPOLIS, Md. (KRT) "We\-c been operating at a high 
- Sept. 11 has become •the new lc-.-cl of alert since 9/11; said Cpl. 
Friday the 13thR for tra\-cl and trans- Gregory Prioleau, spokesman for. the · 
pomtion, said. a risk man:igcment M:iryland .Transportation Authority 
specialist at George Washington Police. 
Unh-crsity. Because of the trauma and To i~acasc safety· for· M:ll)iand 
mayhem caused by the terroristattacks residents, MdTA Police created the 
two years ago Thursday in Nc-.v York · Homeland Enforcement and Traffic 
City and the Penttgon, some people . ic:am. or HEAT, Prioleau said. They 
will not fly or ride the train around . also. share · information -with other 
this time C\'Cr again. . ' agencies,. local, Stale and federal. 
"It's going to be a sensiti\'C day,"'. Bridge security will increase, Prioleau 
said ·Tyra Hilliard, assistant prof=r said, and 1011 collectors under MdT A 
at the Department of Tourism 'and ha\-c been distn'buring fliers 10 remind 
Hospitality. Management al: George people to call the state's tip line, (800) 
Washington Unh-crsity; "l'eoplc ·arc· 492-TIPS,. about. any irregularities 
.•.• particularly wary of normal :ictivi- ,· t_hcy sec. 
tics that occur on that day; similar to ~People will sec a greater presence 
how some fccl about-their actions on of officers," Prioleau said, on roads 
Friday the 13th. : · .. •: · fultimorc/Washington International 
Law enforcement and transport:i..'' 'Airport and the Port ofBaltimorc. 
lion agencies arc trying 10 reassure_ the · . , • '.-. · 'fhe Washington region's smaller 
superstitious public with an increased,; airports, which arc still suffering from 
presence at logical targets and contin• ~ flight restrictions imposed after the 
ued heightened security •• i .··.· . ': ' . attacks,' arc keeping a closer eye on 
'Die federal govmimeni- is not .· things this week, said Wendy Carter, 
~t~ to increase: the threat lc-.-cl nuiugcr of Montgomery County, 
for Thursday's annh-crsary'. The U.S; · Md., Airpark. 
Dcpan111C11t of Homeland Security "We're. policing ourselves," she 
Web site puts the. IC\-cl at y.:Uow, or . said. The Airpark has also asked that 
clcvated, which is midway on a f~- the local police add sun-cillance this 
· lC\-cl scale. · · _week. · • · 
NEWS 
PATRIOT ACT . changed along with the sentiment, 
CONTINUED FROM rAGE 11 · Bup· said, causing immigration 
"If they S3Y, for example, 'I agree 
\\ith some of the goals of Ha=,• 
that will pm-cnt them from coming 
to the _United States, C\<cn though 
our constitution generally protects · 
freedom of speech." · 
Exp:mding. the provision tci 
include what Americ:in citizens hold 
as· First· Amendment rights r:lises 
the question of whether immigrants 
should be allowed constirution21 
righ~ once on U.S. soil 
Some cases concerning the con• 
stitution21 rights ofimmigrants ha\"C 
been written to any persons, but in 
other cases, it has been made clC21 
that it is referring to citizens, crcat· 
ing confusion on whether the con-
stitution should apply to all those 
uithin U.S. boundaries. · 
"If you arc a lawful permanent 
resident, you arc going to ha,-c more 
c~nstirutional rights than if you 
l1i,-c a s~uJent ,isa here tcmporar· 
ily; Buys ~d.· • 
As the counuy goes through 
periods o( being pro-immigrant 
and anti~immigr.mt, the laws ha\'c 
laws in times of anti-immigration 
periods to be more strict and rigid 
in their wording and pr:1ctia:. 
"The PATRIOT Act was more 
broadly aimed_to h~p the invcstiga• 
tions the federal g~ent was 
conducting," she ~d. • It affected 
civil liberties for all of us, not just 
immigrants.-. 
And with a majority of dcttln~ 
ees' genealogy traceable back to 
the Middle East and South Asian 
regions of the \\-oriel, Buys is ,vor-
ried about the patential mial profil· 
ing the act has allowed for. 
"They came up with a list of 
people who came from certtln 
countries that were mostly Middlc-
Eastcm, and had them re-register 
with the go\'cmment, clearly aiming 
at Arab countries. · 
"Prior to crc:1ting th~ c:imps for 
the Japanese, I think they started 
\\ith neccssaty registr:ltion, and then 
it dC\-cloped into what it became.• 
J\fcusrafa A;vul 
,an k rtachtd at 
mayad@dailycgyptian.com 
Bush asks· for 
new police powers 
to pursue suspects 
Ron Hutcheson audience at the FBI Academy in 
& Shannon McCaffrey _(2llantico, Va. "Tho House and the 
Knight Ridder Newspapers Senate ha.,.e a rcspansibility to act 
, . . . . . , ·quickly on these matters.• 
WASHINGTON (KRT).:....' Bush, who routinely apprm'Cd 
President Bush c:illed \Vedncsday executions as go,'Cmor of Texas, 
for c.~panded police powers to ·said Congress should expand 
fight. terrorism, utging Congress federal dcath-pen2lty. statutes .to 
_to pass legislation that would co,-cr terrorist attacks. More than 
deny bail to terrorism suspects 40 crimes already arc subject to 
and make it easier to execute those the federal death penalty, includ-
who arc convicted. ing the murder of hostages, murder 
Declaring that he wants to by a wcapan of mass destruction, 
·untie the hands of our law murder by mail bombs :ind deaths 
enforcement officials," Bush also resulting from an aircraft hijack-
endorsed a proposal that would ing. 
bypass traditional protections The change on bail \\'Ould add 
on the use of subpaenas so that terrorism to the list of · offenses 
prosecutors could more easily seize that routinely arc ruled ineligible 
records and other evidence in tcr- for bait 
rorism cases. "Suspected tcr.orists could be 
He prodded Congress for released, free to lca\'C the counny, 
action in a speech to law enforce- or worse, before the trial; Bush 
mcnt offici.tls. the. day before the said. "If dangerous drug dealers can 
second annh'Crsaty of the Sept. 11 be held ,vithout bail in this way, 
terrorist attacks on New York and Congress should allow for the same 
\Vashington. Chil libertarians said treatment for accused terrorists." 
the changes would trample basic He made a similar argument for 
American rights in a misguided bypassingjudicial mfovofccrttln 
attempt to protect the homeland: subpoenas in terrorism cases. 
Bush's support for expanded In most cases, prosecutors ha,'C 
police powers comes amid grow• to justify their efforts to seize docu· . 
ing public unease o\"Cr anti-terror· ments and property to p=nt law 
ism measures already put in place enfor~-ement •fishing expeditions.• 
by the . USA Patriot· Act, which But Bush noted that prosecutors 
shot through Congress when the alrcad-j can byp:issj'!dicial mfov 
rubble of the \Vorld Trade Center in certa!n cases where law enforce-
was still smoldering. · ment officials must act qwcl:ly. 
More than 150 communities · "Ifwe can use these subpoenas 
and three states ha,-e passed rcsolu• to catch crooked doctors," he ~d, 
tions denouncing the law as erod· "the · Congress should allow law 
ing ci\il liberties. enforcement officials to use them 
On Capitol Hill, the ·in catching terrorists." . 
Republican-led House · of Critics of the original Patriot 
Represent:1ti\"cs wted o,uwhelm- Act W:LSted no time \Vedncsday in . 
ingly to roll back a part of µic law · attacking the · administration's call 
that allows CO\'Crt searches. . .... for extending its reach. · 
Hoping· to shore up support, · . •"Politically and legally, further 
Attorney General John Ashcroft erosions of .judicial ·o.,.cdght and 
too~ a 16~city aoss-counuy tour. the basic checks and balances that 
this suminer · to defend the·. law. protect us and our democracy from 
Justice Department plans to pro· ·. political abuses of power · arc the. 
pose~ follow-up lcgisbtion known · · wrong path to take," -~d Charlie · 
as "Patriot n• \\<ere put on. hold. Mitchell, lcgislati1-e cour.sel with the 
Bush rC\i,·ed some of the Patriot II American Cnil Liberties Union. . 
ideas in his speccli. . · . Denver lauJ-cr J.:ralyit Merritt, 
"You need to ha,-e C\-cry tool . the treasurer of .the National 
at your disposal to be ablc __ to ~o Ass6ciation of Criminal Dcfe~ 
your job on behalf of the American, · l.a\\')'CCS, called_ the proposed p=· 
people," ~e told the appl'Cci3ti,-e · sio~ dan~';15- ·. · 
SECUR.l"TY 
· CONTINUED FROM rAoE 9 
THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 11, 2003 • PACE 15 . 
Security Dep~rtment ofIUiriois; . , That duty lies within the fun. 
none of the detainees are held on - • damentals ofa nation steeped in 
criminal charges. freedom. 
unaccounted for. , And ,.s the sun sets an_othcr day There is no greater place in the 
Among the 19,137 INS detain• past-9\11, the detainees walk back world. I may damn this countiy 
ees for immigration violations at · into their cells, the immigrants• and love this country, but the fact 
)'Cat•cnd 2001, 10,784 had been kc~p coming, and the cost offl'Ce• • remains I·can damn this country 
·convicted of criminal offenses, and _dom is raised. Is there security in and li\'c. You can too. · · 
1,589 had pending crim• the home of the free and · Take no day for granted. Take 
inal cases. Detainees ------- the brave? no life for granted, America, for 
convicted of violent "Take ~Oday &ewe victims of an once we dose our eyes to the free-
offenses constituted · for granted. Take unjust reaction to the · dom and liberty that surrounds us 
the largest group under horrid and despicable . do we ht-gin to disrespect those 
INS jurisdiction - 325 no life for granted, actions of extremists? who have justly and unjustly given 
percent - followed by America, f~ once I _stand today with their li\"Cs. · 
· those convicted of drug all my convictions, a: · "Live free or die; death is not 
offenses at 32.3 percent, we close OUT eyes surviwr. You are a sur- the worst of evils,• said General 
property offenses 145 to the freedom and ..-ivor as well. America John Stark, New Hampshire', hero • 
percent and public order Iii.-, that stlT• lives in the hearts of the of the Revolutionary War. Those 
offenses' 11 percent. =• •J ..-ictims and in the hearts words echo through time and 
The Ullin center rounds us do U.'e of people who, regard• rC\'erberate in C\'ery heart of C\'eiy 
holds approximately be · dis · less of ad\'Crsity, stared AmeriClll whether born on U.S. 
146 INS detainees from gm to respect head on into the flames soil or im~igrating, searching for 
Illinois, Wisconsin and those who have and balked. Freedom a brighter future. We arc not dead, 
Indiana. All together, justly and unjwtly is always won 3t a cost. America, we arc ali\'e. Let no per· 
the immigration dctcn- I can criticize, you can son stand in the way of freedom, 
tions account for 446 given their lives.'' criticize just as h3rshly, let no soul go unforgotten. These 
and are held at various but the fact rema:ns: \Ve arc the times that uy us, and these 
regions in Illinois and arc survi\'ors, look1ng for are the times during which we 
\Visconsin. There are no centers answers in anything. must prevail. 
in Indiana. The 146 detainees But none of us arc \ittims. 
are composed of 44 nationali· There is a duty to be p3id to the 
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B & K USED FURNITURE 4 miles 
west of Marion on old 13at 148, 
nex1 door to Wye Supply. one JI lhe 
largest used lumiture stores In the 
area, 993-9088. 
BUYING & SaLING USED lumi-
lu111, antiqlJes, & r:olled:bles cal 
529-0015, 428 Wa,re,, Rd. 
GEORGE'S RESALE QUALITY 
used lumilure, antiqlJ£s, ~ 
jewelty and IT"..icll more, 1324 w. 
Walnut. M'boto, IL 629G6, w/ stu-
dent 10, 10% oH. 
SPIDER WEBS. buy & sel lumilure 
& COlledibles, Old R1 51 soutl1 of 
Carbond.lle. 549-1782. 
Appliances 
SI00 EACH WASHER, dryer, refrig• 
erator, s~ & lreezer (90 day war• 
ranly) Able Appliances 457•7767. 
ACS-WlNOOW-smaD-$45, medi-
um-St 25, large-S190, 90daywar-
ranty, Able Appliances. 457-7767 
WASHER /DRYER 2Yr S375, Re-
1.idger:llat 4yr $175, Stove $95, 
~er S125 cal 457-8372 
Musical 
C1TY MUSIC CENTER in Mbaro is 
having a sale, 50% OFF, guitars, 
am;,s. l)ianos. elc. can 534-1794. 
Computers 
SIU APPLE SALES Cenler, caH 453-
8987, madore C siu edu, educa-
tional discounts avail, a1X>:e.siu edu 
;j 8:00 am - 4:30pm iii..: 
D-~'..-:!'.:~ ""r.~ ___ ... M~is __ c_e_ll_a __ n_e_o_u_s_ 
[1 2KEG BEER COOLER w/ topper g~Jl-Ji1-1f1Jf:JJ1:1 S750,caDB67-2466. 
WOULD YOU LIKE to make 
Auto ~am~=~~~~-
SSOOI POLICE IMPOUNOSI 
C3rs/lruckS/SUVs from $500! For 
listings 1-800-319-3323 eid 4642. 
1986 FORD TAURUS nice car, runs 
great. 7eat deal al $650, 618-924-
5933. 
1987 ACURA LEGEND, gray V6, 24 
valve, power ale. sunroof, S2500 
obo, 203-4391, 
1989 MITSHUBISHI GALANT, 4 dt, 
pis, am/Im. cass, warrenty on a~ 
(new), axel (Ide), loou great. good 
cond, s1 aoo Oba, can 549-3802. 
1991 EAGLETALON,white,weU 
mainta'.ned. s21so obo, can 203-
3445, leave message. 
1993 OlOS .'.;lJTI.ASS Cierra S, 4' 
dr, 60,xxx, ale. new tire, & battery, 
cruise control, power windows. seats 
& locks, runs great. $2,200 080, Iv 
mess at 618-549-4355. 
1996 PONTIAC GRANO am. $3000 
obo, 2dr, cd player, 97,xxx, in good 
cood, caa 559-9992 ------1998 PONTIAC GRANO-AM, Cham-
pagne, great conc1, 100,xxx m. 
1,.1,soo obo, can 684-6177. 
85 VOLVO 240 OL sedan, 5 spd. 
asking S600 cbo, can 618-549-2905. 
93 S-10 CHEVY pickup, 39,lOCX ml. 
well main!, camper shetf, bedliner, 
very refaable, S6000, 618-9e5-8772. 
99 TOYOTA CAMRY LE. 76,xxx mi, 
asking S7500, power everyt1ling. 
cruise con1r01, CO, 618-997-9395. 
BUY, SELL, ANO TRADE, AAA Au-
to Sales, 605 N lllin)is Ave, 457 • 
7631. 
WANTED TO BUY. ilcies, mol0r• 
cycles, running or not. paying fl0<Tl 
$25 to ssoo, Escorts wanted, can 
513-0322 or 439-6561. 
Parts & Service 
STEVE THE CAR OOCTOR Mobile 
Mechanic, Ile makes house cans, 
457-7984 or mobile 525-8393. 
Mobile Homes 
197414 FTX65 FT Bayview2 bdlTn 
mobile home, 2 nn a:ldition 12x2011. 
new furnace and c/a Dec. 2001, 
newtv painted exlerior laD of 2002. 
an elecirlc. fixer upper, mist be 
. moved, $7500 0b0 call 687-3647 •.. 
crets1 Send S5 and a SASE to 
UORE-P.O. Box 2531, Cart>ondale, 
1162902 
Rooms 
SALUKI HALL, CLEAN roc:ms, 11'.il 
incl, $21CYmo, acroH lrom SIU, sem 
lease. ea& 529-3833 01529-3815. 
Roommates 
FEMALE NON-SMOKER TO Share 
tum spacious toome wld,c/a, some 
util incl, $200/mo, W•1774. 
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEOEC, 
112 rent. 112 util, fc,- Aug & l!Yough 
Aug, 457-0906. 
Apartme.nts 
M'BORC)~FAC, CLEAN, quiet,· 
walk-in closets, water & traSh Ind, 
on site Llundry, law sludcflts 3 blks 
1 & 2 BDRM. avail Sep 1st & Jan lo court house, $225/mo, 6840:127. 
1st. $315-$375. 618·687-1774. NICE 2 BORM,UNFURN, great for 
1 BDRM S,,100, waler, trash, & sewer gr3d °' professional, S375-$405+ 
Incl. 613 s Washington t>enind rec & dep, )T lease, no pets, 529-2535. 
SIUPO, discount on prepaid lease, · NON RENTING 4, 3, 2, & 1 bdrms, 
684-4626. 54~ (9am-7pm) no pets. 
-, -,U-)R_M_U_N_FU_R_N ___ sma_n _pe-ts_ok, __ I renlal list at 503 S Ash. 
gn.at loc;a!ion, $38Sm(), $300 dep. 
caD 457°563L ltEASONABLE PRICE EFAC, 2 
blks lo SIU, special summer rates 
----------• $210, 1 bdrm Mboro quiet $250+, 
1 LG, 1 Bdnn w/ basement. 
$450/mo, Incl water, $400 dl!p, an 
appl, screen in porch. newer carpel• 
Ing, a~le storage, can 687-1755. 
1, 2, & 3bdrm, tum, 5blks from 
ca~. no pets, students orny, 
967-8814, Iv mess. 
~
t!OHM DUPLEX. i:h, I !,oJ Sun- I 
t. $480/mO, 1 vr lease, no dogs, 
9-0081. 
2. 3, & 4 BDRM, large rooms, 2 
baths, c/a, w/d, no pets, 54~ 
(9am-7pm), rental ~st at 503 S Ash. 
3 RM, FURN, for 1 person, 5260, 
1/2 price direct lV, waler incl, no 
pets, 2 ml s al SIU, 457-7685. 
A GREAT PLACE to live, 2 bdrm 
apts. . we pay your utility bills, one 
bk:><:I< from c.1~. 549-4729. 
»l IDEAL RENT, a mobole home 
from, $200-$400, don, hassle with 
roommates live by yourself°' one 
Other persr-. i,P.:S Ok 529-4444. 
APTSAVAIL FROMattordable 1 
and 2 bdnn, to deluxe town houses. 
can (877) 985-9234 or 527- 3640. 
924-:;415 or 457-11798. 
• g ones 
2bdrms, dosG IC ca~ 
have just what yw're looking l0f 
par1<1ng, laundry, CSL realfy (some) 
cane by, we're wa~lng for YOU 
Sctilling Property 1,1.anagement 
635 E Walnut. 618-549-0895. 
TOWNE-SIDE WEST 
APARTMENTS AND HOUSES 
Paul Bryant Rentals 
457-5664. 
Cheryl K. Paul, Dave _w. llll\'11 you coven,dl, __ ,, 
Townhouses 
GORDON LANE. LG 2 bdrm, Whirl-
pool tub, 2 car garage, w/d, d/w, 
pets considered, S925, 457-8194 
www.alpharentals.net 
WEDGEWOOD HILLS NEW 2 bdrm 
townhouse, 2 1/2 bath, w/d, d/w, an 
appl $800, no pets, 549-5596. 
Duplexes 
AWESOME DISCOUNT ON 2 bdrm 
apls, as low as $465, near StU, de- 2 BDRM , In a good neighborhood, 
tails 457-4422. , 211 S Gray Or, IQ yard, w/d hc>o~-up, 
$500'mo, can 924-47 53. 
BROOKSIDE M»lOR APT, quiet 
Dvlng w/spacious 1, 2. & 3 bdtms, 
first month free on 3 bdnn apart-
mems, an util Incl. 'leW!y upda1ed 
laundry laci~ty, $250 security depos-
it. we are a ~et friendly community, 
cal today fat ;our personal tour, 
549-3600. 
, COLONIAL APTS, 1433 E Walnut. 
very clean, basic cable Ind, Goss 
Property Mgmt, 529-2620. . 
COUNTRY, CLEAN 2 bdrm, smaD 
pets ok, relererces. S450{mo, caJI 
Nancy 529-1696. 
EFACIENCY APT, UPSTAIRS, ale. 
clean, quiet, waler, sewer, traSh incl, 
1 112 m tram campus, S250/mo, 
549-5269, 
? BDRM, CIA, gas & neat, good IO-
ca1'cn, no pets, S375/mo, avail now, 
457-7145. 
205 EMERALD LN, newly remod-
eled. 2 bdrm dup, w/d, dlw, ate. 
SO'een porch. huge yard, S5251mo, 
waler & traSh Ind, 618-203-3000. 
DUPLEX FOR RENT Giant City, 2 
bdrm, c/a, garage, laun.lty, fire-
place, deck. no pets, 549-1133. 
GET BACK TO nalure, in our 1 bdm 
triple• apt. off Cedar Creek Rd, 
$335/mo caa for diredion 457-3321. 
NEAR CRAB ORCHARD lake, r,c;e 
2 bdrm & storage room. quiet area, 
waler & trash, no pets, $325/mo, 
549-7400., 
SSS WIIY LIVE willl people you 
don1 like, rent a mot,,.la home for 
$200-$400 and Dve by yourself or 
one otner, pet Ok 529-4444. 
•••••••• RENT TO OWN ••••••••• 
• ' ••••• .2-4 bdrm llauses. ••• ' ••• 
•• Hurry, few avaa. Can 549-3850 .• ; 
____ NICE 1, 2. 3 bdrm hauses,--·-
-·East & West, Make us an oHer ... .. 
_ ... Now. Hurry. cal 549-3850111 ....... . 
2 & 3 BDRM, traSh & appl incl, 3 ml 
s 51, S350 & $550, lease, no pets, · 
618-457-5042. 
PET FRIENDLY RENTALS: reason-
able 1 & 2 bdrm apts & houses In 
M".>oro, 6 ml lrom SIU, $225-$400, 
687-2787. 
PRIVATE COUNTRY SETTlNG, 3 
bdnn, ex1ra nice, r:Jalr, 2 balll, w/d, 2 
decks, no pets 549-4808 (9am-7pm) 
Mobile Homes 
2 BDRM, PLEASANT HiR ~ $$$ I BET YOU WILL RENT, look al 
balll, ref required, country selling, our 2-3 bdtm, $250-$450, pet ok, 
can 457-8924. 529-4444. 
2. 3, & 4 BDRM, larg!! rooms, 2 .-... -... -M-UST ____ S_E_El_2_bdrm _ tra_iler_ ... ___ - .. 
balhs, c/a, w/d, no peb, 543-48011 ..;_$195/mo & up!l!I bus avaa ........ . 
(9arn-7pm), rental list al 503 S Ash. ........ Hurry, few avail. 549-3850 .. - ... 
26 YR OLD MALE STUDENT TO 1 & 2 BDRM MOOILE HOMES, on 
SHARE JUST BUILT 3 BORM SIU bus route, $235-$350/mo, water 
house, Mboro aa new appl, wld, & traSh Ind, no pe1S, 549-4471. 
f:~~~~~~~:"""ter 2 BDRM PRIVATE lot, IQ yd, Shed, . 
oH street pa,1<1ng, deck, c/a, w/d, 
3 BDRM HOUSE. 6228 Country trasll, water & lawn incl, $375 first 
Club Rd, w/d, carpet. ale, IQ yard, mo + dep. cal 457-5215 
~~ & priva1e, $6'Xllmo, 534- 2 BDRM 2 balll, HUGE Dv1ng room, 
----------1 furn, r:Ja, d/w,greatloeation on SIU 
4 BDRM HOUSE 11/2 balll, west bus route, no pets. 549-0491 or 457. 
College, hrdw<Wrs, no pets. can 0609. 
549-8100 
419 N. BUSH IN Hearst, 2 bdrm, 1 
bth. carport, dOu'Jle lot, 5475/mo, 
dep + lease req, can 618-965-4184. 
APT, HOUSES, & trailers Fan '03 
fisting aval, 104 N Almond or can 
201-6191. 
C'OALE 2 BDRM fatmhouse, coun-
try selling. carport, basement, no 
pets. no parties, hshir,: priv,leges, 
ref req, S62S'mo, 457-3544. • 
C'OALE JUST AV All, 3 ml south 
near ~r Lake, 3 bdrm, out build-
Ing on acreage, great locallon avail 
Immediately, 549-7867 01967-7867. 
C'OALE. 2 BDRM, 1 1/2 batll, ga-
rage, no pets. 1st. last & dep, 
5650/mo, 549-3733. 
C'CALE, 3 BDRM, c/a, w/d hookup, 
basement. no dog!, wa1er/lraSh incl, 
204 E Collego, SGro'mo, 687-2475. 
2 BDRM, UNFURN lrailer, S285/mo, 
pets ok. no aic, 457•5631. 
2 BDRM, VERY dean, no pets, 
close to ca~us. $275/mo, cau for 
applic;.tion, 528-6938. 
CARBONDALE. 2 BDRM. localed in 
quiet park. S200 •$325/rno, can 529-
2432 or 684-2663. 
C'OALE. S23S/MO, NEWLY RE• 
MODELED, VERY CLEAN, 1 bdrm 
duplex, between Lovan/SIU, w31er, 
trash, lawn care incl, no pets, 529-
3674 or 534-4795, 
rentapartmenlinca!t>orldale.com 
C'OALE, 1 BDRM, S2SO'mo, 2 bdrm 
S250 & up/mo, w,,ter, gas, lawn&· 
traSh Ind, no pets,618-924-1900. 
COUNTRY UVJNG, IDEAL for grad, 
2 bdtm, pullout bed. lreezer, ale. 
$295, Johtl7()720030yahoo.CXlffl 
NEW 16X60, 2 luU bath, 2 bdm:, r:Ja, 
COUNTRY SETTING, 2 bdrm. ca,. w/d hookup, walk-in closet. 
pet. g.is appl, c/a, pets ok. $3501mo, $450/mo, 201-6191. 
wheel chair access, $375 & 5475, 
alter 5pm call 684-5214 or 521-0258 NICE 1 & 2 Bdrm, Sl 80-$275, lawn 
avail now. & trasn Inc~ mgmt & ma Int on 
site, 549-8000 Of' 457-5700. 
HOUSE FOR RENT/LEASE 3bdrm, 
fenced back yd, special rate for edu· 
calional gra:I Sludents °' professio-
nals, repl)I to boxholder, P.O. Bo• 
253, C'dale, II. 62903, Ind name,-. 
phone, adc1r1!ss, and grad status. 
UNI an or a • 
2 bdrm slarting at S280 
Recently remodeled, quiet, sale, 
private laundry, yard main! 
. provided, 
ro shaded yd, some pets allowed . 




VERY ~ICE LG 3 bdrm, 2 bath,~. 
al for 2 s!Uc:ents, furn, cJa, smal qui-
et parlt near ca/Tl>US, no pets, ~!1-
0491 or 457--0609. , 
THE DAWQ HOUSE 
TliE DAILY EGYPTIAN"S ONLINE 
HOUSING GUIDE AT 
-Jlwww.Clallyegyplian.com'da"'Q 
house.html 
WEDGEWOOD HILLS 2 & 3 bdrm, 
tum. r:/a, storage. $J80-$480, no 
pets, 549-5596. 
SCHOOL DUS DRIVERS,_;,·· 
C'Clale & Mboro area, good PT 
WOfk. welrain,cal549-3913 ot68-C• 
6911 or apply In person at West Bus 
Setvlce, 700 New Elli Rd C'dale. 
actOSS ::-- Alcl. ' 
SCHOOL BUS DRIVERS pt. & 
transll drivers pt, rr:ust be 21 years · 
ol age, clean driving r'1COfd. able to· 
pass physical dn,g test. & criminal 
bac:ko;ound test. Beck Bus, 549- · 
2P-n.- - . 
TRY US, BARTENDERS, FEMALE, , 
PT, WILL TRAIN, uni!onn will coo-
li$1 of shol1s, exc pay, Johnston 
City, caD 982-9402. 
$250- 500 A week, Wil train to wor11 UP TO S500WI< proce$slng mail. 
at hon"' ht!lping the us Government Get paid for each piece, Create your 
file HUD/ FHA Mortg:lge refunds, no own sehedule, (6.."C) e21-4001. 
. experience necessary, call toll free 
1-e66-537 •2906. 
AUOIOMOEO TECHNICIAN need· 
fld •. lnlemshlps available. contact 
Sound Core Music at 618-457-5641, 
. BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED, 
$250 a Clay potential. local positions, 
1-80().293,-3985 ext 513. 
'FEMALE BARTENDER WANTED, 
~ In person, Mon-Fri 11 am-7pm 
al The landill'J In Mboro will traL"I. 
HARBAUGtfS CAFE PT line cook 
and servers must be availablo 9 arri-
3 pm 3 times a week, er;, pref, no 
sll'ckersl 
MENTAL HEALTI: PROFESSION 
AdapC ol lJmols provides psychlat:ic 
rahabtli!atioo services to peROnS w/ 
chronic mental illness. Position -
open In Nurs~ Home -based pro-
gram In Cobden, II. MS or BS Health 
/Human Services area required, re-
sponsbli'.ies indude C00duding in-
dividual / group Sl!l\'ices, advocac;y 
work. vocational training, and case 
managernenl, mail/lax resume to: 
Adapt ol lDinois, Alln: SamanUla. 
430 S. Fron! SL, Cobden n. 62920, 
Fax:61B-893-2971ot emaa to 
Blinois.oppOrtunities O adaptusa.c:om 
no phone cans please. EOE. 
GET PAID FOR Your Opinions! 
Earn $15-$125 and more per sur• 
vey. www.paidonlinesurveys.com 
, HANDYMAN SERVICES, painting. 
hauling. yard WOOi, roof re,air. tree 
service & mueh more, 549•2090. 
JOHN SHELBY CARPENTRY, addi-
tion, dec:b, garages, ele, 4th Gener· 
atioo Builder, insured, 985-8023. 
PHOTCSHOP TUTORING, LEARN 
the easy way! On your computer, 
7yrs exp, $20 per r.-. can 5-19-1109. 
STEVETHECARDOCTORMobile 
Mechanic, He makes house calls, 
457.;gB4 ot mobile 525-8393. 
MOVIE EXTRAS/MODELS NEEi). FORD ESCORTS 93 to elate. mus-
EO, no exp required. eam up lo tangs. 87·93, lord !rudts from 90-




NEED A RELIABLE adult, w/lrans• 
portalion)or weekend ~his, & 
weekday riglts, can 457-6334. 
PART•TIME MAINTENANCE POSI• 
TION avanable for rental property. 
must supply own tools, electric: and 
plumbing knowledge req. good rel 
needed, caa 983-0060 after 6pm. 
PIANIST/ORGANIST, FOR WEEK• 
ENO liturgies, ainuct Bill at St An-
drew Church, Mboro, 687•2012. 
SANDWICH PREPARER & Assis-
tant M.lnager, lunch hour preferred. 
apply at European C31e atter 5 p.m. 
3S1·95!0. 
FREE KITTENS. CALL319-0419. 
FREE TO A ~le long partr,er Saint 
Berr.ard Austrarian Husky Mixed. 
can FIYO 924-1707. • i1111m· 
BLACK KITTEN 1 year Old, found In 
Mboro. Appears to be hOUsebrol<en, 
h.'ld no COiiar. 684-5071. 
DAILY EovmAN 
BLACKLASW.iX:tt/Whilespoton. 
chest, male. Thurs near O:ikland & 
W IAain, nrN bh.e alllar, 351-5581. 
FEMALE CHOW MIX. 7 •10moold, 
found on ~ In C'dale behind PK'a. 
had her for 2w1<s cal 924-7622. 
SPRING BREAK~ with 
S!Udentctty.com a Maxim mao•. · 
zlnel Get hocked up w/ free~ 
cash, and VlP &!atus as a campus 
rep! Choose lror'1 15 of the hottest · 
destinalions, ~ early for FRc7: 
MEALS, FREE DRINKS & 150% 
lowest price guarantee! To reserve 
oniine ot lllew our pllOto gallety, visit 
www.sludenlcily.com ot can t-888-
SPRINGBREAKI 
SPRING BREAK 2004 w/ STS, 
America's 11 Student Tour Operator 
Jamaica, Mexico, Bahamas. Florid3. 
hi,~~ reps, group cfJSCOUnts 
800-6484849, www.ststra·,et.com · 
WINTER AND SPRING BREAK 
51<1 &Beach Trills on aale nowt 
www.Sunchase.com 
orcan 1-8CP-SUNCHASEtoelayl 
LOCAL PHOTO PERSONAL ADS 
. www.dawgdates.com 
FREE merr.bershi;,. No Spam. 
nE DAWQ HousE 
· L~Your Guide to finding the best 
s)--~~~ place to live 
i~~l:i!www.dail\·egyptian,com!dawgbouse.hlml · 
~"~- !"'2'.,,< ...... "" .. ,.. :.1 ' 
Daily Egyptian Classified Advertising Order Form 
ZO Auto 
ZS Parts & Se"olice 
30 Motorcycles 
40 Bicycles 
SO Rec Vehicles 
60Ho.-;ies 
70 Mobae Homes 




t to Stereo Equip 
ttS Musical 
1 ZO Electronics 
1 ZS Computers 
t30tameras 
135 Books 
140 Sport Goods 
160 Pets & Supply 
t 70 MisceBaneous 
t BO Auctions/Sales 270 Mobile Homes 345 Free 
185 Yard Sales 280 Mobtle Home lot 346 Free Pets 
FOR RENT 290 Comm Property 350 Lost 
ZOO Rooms 300 Want to Rent 360 Found 
ZtO Roommates 310 HELP WANTED 370 Rides Needed 
ZZO Sublease 31 S Bus. Opport. 380 Riders Needed 
230 Apartments 320 Employ. Wanted 430 Entertainment 
240 Townhouses 330 Serv. Offered 432 Food . 
ZSO Duplexes 335 Religious Serv. 435 Announcements 
260 Houses 340 Wanted 440 Spring Break 
445Tm-el 
450 Personals 
460 •900• Numbers 
4B0 Web Sites 
__ C_l_a_s-si-fi-1e_d_A_d_v-ert-is_i_ng_R_a_t_e_s_..., Directions 
* Complete all 6 steps. 
* One Jetter or number per space. 1 Day .... (3 line minimum) .... $1.40 ;>er line 3 Day,s_ ____ ........ $1 .19 per line 
5 Day,:,.. _______ $1.0Z per line * Periods arid commas use one space. 
1 0 Days ................. ; ............. $.87 per line * Skip one'space between words. 
20 D<1ys · $ 73 per line * Count any part of a line as a full line. 
. --1· :;:::ss ______ ..;__;__ _____ ;._.. _____________ _ 
Phone# _________ Date _;._.....:,_ __ _ 
Run Ad 
• 1 Day 
D 3 Days 
D 5 Days • 10 Days -
D 20 Days 
Calculating Payment _ 
Mutiply total runbttcf Jio,es 
unes ccst per ine as Indicated 
under rate ~ Fct eUffl)le if you 
run I fiveine ad for 5 cloys, tcUI 
cost is sis.so (S1.02X51inHXS 
days);Adcl 1SC perwctd/perdq 
for bCld W0r1li and 15 C pet ine/ 
per day let certering. _ ·
51 II I I I IJlll I I I I I I I I llll lfl 
Method of Payment - . 
6 Chec_k or mo_ ney order encl.osed-_ tor $-Credit Card # · · . - - • ... • ., . -Exp. Date · / · - / 
Amount $ ' 
Mail to:· 
,Daily Egyptian 
-· :SIUC . ·-
. Mailcode 6887 
C~~~ondate; IL 6~901 
2003 .CLASSIFIED 
ADVERTISING POLICY 
Please Be Sm-;, To Check 
Your Clusifi..-·d Ad,·ertisemc,-.t For Errors On 
The First Day Of Publication 
The Daily Ei:yptlan cannot be responsible for 
more d· .an ONE day's incorrect insertion (no excep-
tions). Advertisers are responsiblz, for cheddng their 
ads for errors on the FIRST day they appear. 
Advertisers stopping insertlorui are responsible· for 
checking their aou on the FIRST day they are to cease 
appe:tring. The Daily Egyptian will not be responsible 
for more than one day'• insertion for a cwsified ad that 
is to be stopped. Errors not the fault of the advertiser 
which lessen the value of the advertisement will be -
adjusted. 
Classified advenising running with the Daily . 
Ei:yptia~ will not be automati.:ally renewed. A callback 
will be given on the day of e,qnr:ation. If customn- is 
not at the phone number listed on their account it is 
the responsibility of the customer to contact the Daily 
Egyptian for 'ad renewal. 
, Al! classified advertising must be pmc:"e~~ · • 
before 2 p.m. to appear in the next day's publication • 
Anything processed after 2 p.m. will go in the following 
day's publlca~lon. • 
' ' 
. . . Classified advertising muit be paid In ad,-..,;-~e·· 
except for those accounts with established credit. A ·aer-
vke charge of 52,.00 wiU be added ti.> the advertiser's 
account for every check returned to the Daily EG);,tian 
unpaid b,; th.., •d.-ertiser's bank. Early cancellations of 
classified adv..,rtisemimt will be charged a $2.SO service 
fee. Any n:fund under $2.SO will he forfeited due to 
the cost_of processing._ · 
• '.~tiadvertl~ing submitted to the Daily ~G);,tlan 
Is $Object to approv:il and may be r-evised, rejected, or \ 
cancelle-t at any time. : ' · -----.--- __ - , .. ·. ._·_ 0 
.. The Daily Egyptian assumes no liability If fo:..1/ 
an_y- reason It ~mes necessary to omit any adv_ertise~ 
ment. 
A um pie of all· mall-n~cr ite~• must be sub-
mitted arid ap_proved_ prior to deadline !or_'publicatlon. ·-
/ ·N;, i.iou will be .~iS:.Cbssified. 
Pl.ice ~o~~ ad by phone at 6l~S36--33U Monday~~;,-:. 
Friday 8 a.m.·to 4130 p.~ or visit our office In the·.-. ' 
Communlcatiori5:_Bulldlni:,, ruo!" 1259._.; • · 
AMERICAN WEDDING (RJ 
!:30 7.45 10.05 
DICKIE ROBERTS: FORMER 
CHll.D STAR (PG-131 
4:15 71)() 9'.30 
FREDDY VS. JASON (RI 
4.40 7:40 10.00 
JE~l(S CREEPERS a (RI 
4.CO 5.00 5:30 7:30 0 00 D:55 
TIit PIRATU Of' THE CARIBBEAN: THE 
CURSE OF THE Bl.ACK PEARL(PG-13) 
4.(.) 800 
SEABISCUIT (PG-1:) 
3.45 e '5 945 
THE ORCER (RI 
4.30 7:15 040 
STARTSR1/DAY 
MATCHSTICK IIEH (PG-131 
ONCE UPON A TNE IN IIEXJCO (R) 
FREAKY FRIDAY (PGJ 
3•58:15845 
LEDl\"0RCE1PG-131 
4:10 e.~ ~JO 
IIY BOSS"$ D.IUGKTER (PG-13) 
500 7:35 U-35 
OPEN RANGE (RI 
4.00 7.CO 1000 
S.WAT.1PG-1J) 
445 7:J<l 1005 
SECRETLMS 
OF DENTISTS (R) 
420 7:05 040 
SWIMMlHG POOL(R) 
430 7.15 050 
THE MEDALLIOH (PG-13) 
uo 7.40 9-55 
STARTS R1/DAY 
CABIN FEVER (R) 
CAMP(PG-131 
CAPTllRlNO THEFRlEilllANS(NR) 





Running lime: 101 minutes 
Director. Torn Shadyac 







"?bur q[m SU IJaisknr" 
•-·-•• ; .· '· ",l:1 
~· "lt'.s Ali About The Taste"f 
Qo;s $699 Daily Buffet fl .: (Includes Beverage) 
SP~ES .. W":tch For ?ur 
-
Rib Tips · . -... Dnnk Specials. 
I 2 
"d Also featurin<1 Mondav NJqht FootbaUI 
w 51 es 529-0123 
Smolh~i!'i';:.!mokey.104 w. Jackson, Carbondale 
$6.95 Th-~~~~lf1'IT:f~.'J~~. ll-9 
Owx EovrnAN 
We're in the Band 
COMICS . 
BRIAN E. HOllOWAY 
·ee··does. 
FOLl:'SAQeCOMA.AIN<NGASOUT 
Tt1e FACT THAT THe QiANceu.oQ 
HAS fXPeNSIVe fUQNITUQf IN H1S 
Off-lU. WEU.; THIS IS "fAU.Y A 
NON-ISSUE: WHfN YOU QfALIZI: 
Wtlf"e Tl-le SS IS t'e.AU.Y GOING-
by Thomas Shaner · Dailv Horoscope 
By Unda C. Blac'k 
Today's Birthday (Sept. 11), You're very smart this 
year, but you don't have la salve all the problems your-
self. What seems like a hopeless situation to you could 
be child"s play lo someone.else. Cel the best help you 
c,n affo,d. 
:h get the advanlage, check the day's rating: _10 is the · 
easiest day, O the most challenging. 
Aries (March 21•Aprll 19J • Today Is a 5 • The lnde• 
cisiveness that's plagued you is brginnlng to give way. 
In Its place you'll find steely determination. The hard · 
work is making you stronger. : 
Taurus (April 20-May 20) • Today Is a 7 • You're a 
good one far plannin& so do that now, even if you're 
under some pre:1sure. Just because somebodt else 
. didn't plan, that doesn't mean you shouldn't. Be cool. 
Ctmlnl (May 21-June 21) • Today Is a 6. The task 
may seem overwhelming. but don't give up hope. There . 
are people you've helped in the past who are ready lo 
help you now. . . · 
cancer (June 22-luly 21) • Today Is 11 6 ~ Your ~ 
schedule may be in shambles, with quick thinaing now 
required. Continue. to be cautious ·with the actions you 
take. Impulsiveness could lead ta trouble. · 
Lea (July 2:S•Aue. 11) • Today Is a 6 • I{ you've done 
what you can within the paramelers you've set, start· 
looking outside that box. The answer is obviously there. 
lfir~f.l)e)il ~ TitATSCRAMBLEDWORDGALIE 
~ \,W by Honrl Amc,ldondlllke At;ltlon 
Vireo (Aue. 23-Sept. 11) • Today Is a 6 • Yau need 
to.concentrate on financial matters for a while. You're 
good at number-crunching, but ii still requirC$ time. If. 
you can leep everything In balance;you' should do all · 
Unscrnmble lt>ese loutJumtles. 
one leaar lo each squaza, 
lo lorm lour ordinary won!s. 
I CNOTH ± 
right. ·: 
. Libra (Sept. ll•Oct. 22) • Today Is a 6 • :f you're 
having trouble deciding between one thing and the. • · 
other, share your dilemma with a straight•s~,>oting . 
friend. What's hopeless to you may be simple to some• 
one who Is less involved. · · · · 
Scorpio (Oct. ll•Nov; 11) • _Today ha 7. There are 
al least • couple of ways to make sure financial ends 
meet. One is lo go without something. and the olher is 
lo make more money. The latter is a vi1ble'op1;on now. 
Saelttarlus (Nov. l2•Dat. ll) - Today ls
1• & • You'll 
soon discover that you have a strong ally on you'r side. · 
I 
TIMCAP l 
!l Y;.;:.i may still hce a tough -.onfror,tation, but you're not 
. _ " alone anymore. · 
.l) p ) TIU: LOSING Capricorn (Dec. ll•Jan. IP) • Today 1, a 7 • -~-..... • " ~ •· STOeK CAR · You'd like to avoid• messy situation if you co1.1ld. 
Fl~IV~~liUS. ' Unfortunately, the only way to the other side is straight •. SMIREY:. ~ through it. You'Hfeel better once you dean it up. ··· i..------~---.., Now arrange Iha cin:led letters to Aquarius (Jan. lO•Feb. ii) • Today Is a 5 • You're • I ' I · · J ) lorm Iha surprise anower. as , . . about lo come up with a new burst of energy. Coo~ · 
. . _ _ auggesled by Iha abovo c.rloon. thing you've been iesling i;p. :. · · · · .·· .• . · , IT '. Pisces (Feb. ll•March 20) • Tod~y Is a & • Vol.! know· 
Ana: 
1 
( I I I )" ~: I I· I .llLl which side· your bread is buneied on. If you show y0<1r~; 
- · · (Answera tomorro,j . ~:::~~~•;.er~ :~!:;~~usium lnstud of your wrath, 
. . Ye~terday'~ 1 · ~,: . APRON · BISON TREMOR ·. GAIETY 
Ar~...,,.r. Wl>en Iha teen OU!lined his 1-.-:n pllins, · · • (c) 2003, TRIBUNE M[DIA SERVICES INC. • 




1 Garbaga can 
emanations 
6 Woll'lwail 
10 Oealnik abodes 




16 Kimono saShes 
17 Stalin's 
l)(lldocessor 
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20 Yes. 10 Yves 
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26 Lamb piece 
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Multiple scandals .Cast a negative dcmd., on cOlleg~' Sports 
Christian R.ed a &crime wave" and the problems at At St. Bonaventure,. William ·· · He called on university presidents' statement by . passing a · polygraph 
& Michael O'Keeffe Baylor as "the worst situation I've Swan, the chairman of the board of to seize .coritrol of their athletic test. . ". . 
New York Daily News ever heard of in college sports." He trustees, committed suicide on Aug. programs when he·took office e::rlier· •Tue NCAA is the most dan-
insists, however, that the vast major- 20, despondent over the scandal ear- this year, and he believes they are · gerous organization in Arnedcat 
ity of schools, coaches and student- lier this year im'Ohing an ineligible doing that: a number of schools have Gallion says. WACO, T=is(KRT)-About 
300 students and faculty members 
gathered on the Bajior University 
campus two weeks ago to remember 
the basketball player who was found 
dead in an old gravel pit last month, 
allegedly murdered by a teammate. 
Prayers and hymns, however, 
won·t erase the scandal that erupted 
after Patrick Dennehy disappeared 
this summer, or eliminate the stench 
that has permeated not only Baylor's 
basketball program, but the entire 
world of big-time college sports. 
Scandal has plagued the NCAA 
for decades, of course, but this 
summer college sports ha,-c sunk to 
new lmvs that threaten not only the 
reputations of athletic departments, 
but the integrity of American higher 
education itself. The NCAA and 
;ts member schools must make real, 
substanti\·e changes immediately, 
experts say - or outside reformers 
- perhaps Congress, perhaps the 
courts - will do it for them. 
·\ Vhen you move into homicide, 
suicide, spying and slander, what are 
you doing? Is this what college sports 
fans really want?" asks \Villiam 
Friday, president emeritus of the 
Uni,-crsity ofNorth Carolina and co-
chairman of the Knight Foundation 
Commission on Intercollegiate 
Athletics. ·The American public has 
to look in the mirror and say, 'Yes, we 
love college sports, but this isn't what 
we want.'" 
Team boosters contend that col-
lege sporis are important tools to 
boost a school's national profile and 
fund-raising efforts, but national 
attention can backfire, and sports 
scandals can cause long-lasting 
damage. Students who invested 
tens of thousands of dollars to get a 
Baylor diploma will see their degrees 
tainted by its disgraceful basketball 
program, Friday sa)'S. 
"The public won't tolc:ate what's 
going on,· he says. "In the end, this 
truly diminishes the value of your 
diploma from that institution." 
A murder and reportS of wide-
spread 'drug use on· the . basketball 
team - with the coaching staff's 
knowledge - will take a roll on 
enrollment at the Baptist school, 
:idds Baylor computer science profes-
sor Henry \Valbesser. "You're going 
to see the academic fallout next fall," 
hesa}'S, 
athletes abide by the rules. basketball player that cost school aggressively investigated, alleged vio- · ' NCAA critics such as Sperber 
"I find the current situation president Robert \Vicke11heiser, lations this year and penalized them• aren't quite yet calling for Kefauver 
abhorrent," Brand told the New York athletic director Gothard Lane, and scl\·cs when they found'probiem"s. hearings. (which focused on orga-
Daily News. "But let's not automati- head coach Jan \'an Breda Kolff their , But presidents may be more prob• nized crime syndicates in the 1950s), 
cally assume college sports is filled jobs. S\\'an, a St. Bonaventure alum !em than solution, critics like Sperber but they do say college sports may 
with bad actors. \Ve can't let the bad and former mascot, left a note sa}ing say. At Baylor, faculty members already. be beyond repair.· Speroer 
apples tarnish our view of college that he had let the university down. · claim president Robert Sloan has points out that colleges and universi· 
sports." At Georgia, coach. Jim Harrick threatened. to punish supporters of tics have entered into an unholy 
But with murder, secret slush resigned under fire in March a Sept. 9 no-confidence vote fueled alliance with TV networks and shoe 
funds, illegal drugs and turf \\'ars :1fter the school found evidence of by the athletics scandal. Abar Rouse, companies, and that · conferences 
dominating headlines, college academic fraud in the basketball the assistant coach.who taped Bliss' and schools receive millions from 
athletic depanments seem more like program and the NCAA launched attempt to smear Dennehy, lost his TV rights, bowl appearances and 
l\fafia families than institutions of an investigation of rules ,iolations. job. the NCAA basketball tournament. 
higher learning. Harrick was also fired by UCLA ait's important for someone to TV net\'.'orks get inexpensive but 
*The "'aY a number of the insti- in 1996 for falsifying an expense stand up. But there is a lot of fear extremely popular programming. 
tutions act, that criticism becomes report, then lybg about it. He left on campus," Walbesser says. "This Shoe companies get_ a platform to. 
more and more l':ilid," says Knight Rhode Island :1mid allegations of is a modem day plantation where the hype S150 sneakers. . 
Foundation president Hedding improprieties, and was accused by . president has _the authority of what uTelcvision income ha's driven 
· Carter III. al don't agree with it, but a Rhode Island staff member in a was an overseer in old plantation university sports into a very differ-
if-you walk like a duck _______ la,vsuit settled earlier days.~ ent mode," Baylor's Walbesscr says. 
and quack lik~ a duck. .. " this year of sexual harass- "There weren't multi-million dollar 
One measure of how , "'\?hen )'Ott motie ment, academic fraud and Some college presidents have contracts long ago - now they !'iavc 
bad things have become: into homicide, NCAA ,•iolations. become cheerleaders, willing to do made college presidents greedy. And 
Incidents im'OMng Ohio The Atlantic Coast anyth!ng for the glamour and attcn· they will do bad things to get that 
State's Maurice Clarett, suicide, spying and Conference raided the tion athletic success brings, even money." 
suspended for cxag- slander, what are Big East this summer if that means sacrificing integrity, The athletes, meanwhile, get 
gerating a car-burglary for. Miami and. Virginia according to Carter and Friday. an opportunity. to cam a · degree 
report filed with police, you doing? Is this Tech amid allegations of Or they tum a blind eye as coach- - if they can find time to study and 
and Mike Price, fired by what college sports back-room deals, a mo\-C cs cheat and boosters and agents slip attend classes. Graduation rates are 
Alabama before he even • that might mean millions wads of cash and car ke}'S under the pathetic; Ohio State's football team 
coached a football game fans really want? more for the ACC from table. Dennehy and Carlton Dotson, had a 36 percent graduation rate 
for allegedly misbcha\·ing The American the Bowl Championship indicted in Dennehy's murder, while Rose Bowl champ Oklahoma 
ar a strip club, now seem bli has lo k Series - and sends a apparently had enough pocket money posted a 26 percent rate, according to 
quaint. Bobb}' Knight pu c to D clear message that money to buy a stash of guns and purebred a study by the Institute for Diversity 
stuffing a fan into a trash in the mirror · drives college sports. pit bull puppies last winter, not to and Ethics in Sport at the University 
can seems downright and say, 'Yes, tve At Missouri, former mention Dennthy's S17,000-plus in of Central Florida. 
harmless in comparison basketball star Ricky tuition and fees. · Schools like· Duke or Stanford 
to some of the scandals lotie college sports, Clemons, who received "You have to wonder, where can seemingly recruit students who 
in college sports this bm this isn't what a suspended 60-day jail docs someone get a· $600 pit bull can balance the demands placed 
summer: sentence after he pleaded or buy $600 guns," says Walbcs=. upon them, _but. athletic bottom-
At Ba,>ior, in the weeks we want.''' guilty to false imvrison- "It's kind of like, 'What's going on feeders like Baylor cannot. "The fur-
after Dennehy's body \\'aS _ William Friday. ment and third-degree here? Where docs that money come ther down you go in the food chain, 
discovered, a.. university president emeritus, UNC assault, was ordered to.· fromr Some critics say the NCAA the more marginal )'OU become," 
panel found th~t coach the Boone County jail itself is at th~ root of the problem. Speroer says. 
Da\·e Bliss violated the NCAA limit because he had attended a July, Two former . Alabama assistant Players arc tossed mvay when 
on schrl:irships by paying tuition 4 party at the home of Missouri coaches filed a S60 million lawsuit they are no longer of value; Carlton 
bills and other expenses for the slain president Elson Floyd when he was in December (depositions began this Dotson was a · marginal student 
player and a teammate. Failed drug supposed to be at a halfway house. month) contending that the NCAA whose behavior grew increasingly 
tests \\"ere not rcponed, and Ba}ior Clemons' former girlfriend, the conspired • with Alabama officials erratic when it became apparent this 
investigators learned that Bliss victim in the· imprisonment and and the University of Tennessee to spring that Baylor would not renew 
secretly videotaped visiting teams' assault, 53}'5 university tutors did make them scapegoats in }-Ct another his scholarship. "Bliss lirings this 
workouts at the university arena, a much of Clemons' schoolwork for stomach-turning recruiting scandal, guy in for a year and S3}'S, 'This isn't . 
,iolation of Big 12 rules. The coach him. Basketball officials also gav~. RonnieCcr :rellandivyWilliams working out, you're out of here,"' 
was later taped tf}ing to persuade him large sums of cash and m,ounds lost their jobs amid a Crimson Tide Sperocr S3}'S- "Thc."C was no pretense 
others to portray Dennehy as a drug· of clothing, she says. scandal in ·whkh boosters offered at getting him an education." 
dealer rather than the recipient of Even at tiny Fairfield University SllS,000 to lure star recruit Albert Som~thing has got to give, saj'S 
under-the-table payments from the in Connecticut, former basketball Means to the school, and 520,0P0 Friday. Once the public. decides it's 
coachi ;_..6 staff. players said last ,month that their for defensive lineman Kenny Smith. had enough; Congress will intervene, 
"I thought I'd seen it all; sap coaches gave cash to players, falsified Attorney Thnm:,.s Gallion, who is as it recently did in the U.S. Olympic 
Indiana" University professor Murray· drug tests and did schoohmrk for representing Cottrell and Williams, . Committee scandals. 
Sperl,cr, the author of aBeer and members of the team. says the NCAA violated their due "This last· $::qucnce has raised 
Circuses" and several other books Brand says the NCAA will step proce.<s rights. -rve never given quc:stions about the fundamental 
NCAA president Myles Brnnd · about coll;ie·sports. ·But what Bliss up _its effortS to investigate allega- money to a recruit in my, life; sa)'S integrity of universities," he Sa)'S. 
describes this S!::!5on of scandal as did is a new low." tions of wrongdoing. f~ttrell, who says he proYed that "You cannot al!o,v this to continue." 
Houston 77 67 .535. - l. Chicago, .78 66 .542 
Chicago. 77 67 .535 Minnesota 76 68 .528 2.0 
St. Louis. ··1s 70 .517 2.5 Kansas City 73 70 · .510 4.5 
Pittsburgh 65 78 .455 11.5 Cleveland 63 82 .434 15.S. 
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. '' Some people might be frustrated with it after what happened last year, having such a great season. 
Senior outside hitter 
Kelly Harman serves 
as the on--court 
connection between .. 






story by ADAM SOEBBING 
K clly Hamun has been drcadin~ tlu~ =n C\"Cf since she first stepped foot on the SIU c:unpus as a freshman \'O)• 
leyball puyc:r. · . · · 
Sitting on the bench during senior night as a 
mlshirt freshman, Hamun looked on as seniors 
Debbie Barr, l\Iarrisa Kimbrough, Beth l\Iorris 
md ~-urrent Saluki assistmt Lcnik.i Lamar \\"CfC 
honored along \,ith their furnilics. . 
One thought tloJted to the: front ofH:uman's 
mind as she watched the seniors 53y their last 
gooooyes. 
"I was'just tlunking, 1'm so gbd that's not 
me; Hannan said. · 
facn last season, as the recruiting clJss she 
entered school \,ith was honored on its senior 
night - Kristie: Kc:tnner, Amber Britton, Tara 
Cains, Qiana Nelson, Britten Follett and 
Lindsey Schultz- H:uman couldn't help but fc:cl 
the: 53ffiC, still tlunkful she didn't ha\'e to let go of 
the: game she lo\'CS just yet. 
"Man. I am so gud that's not me," Harman 
thought to hcrsclf again. 
1bis time around, Harman, now a fifth-year 
senior outside hitter, \\ill be unable to a,'Oid the 
inC\itable moment just months away when she 
\\ill ha,-c to wave goodb)-c to the maroon-chd 
D.ivies G)mnasiurn crowd. 
It \\'Ould ha,-c been nice for Harman to walk 
into the sunset with her incoming clJssmates after 
, the rnagicil 23-IO season a year ago, the best in 
17 )'C:11'5 for the Salukis. It is C''CI)' pla)-cr's dream 
to w:1lk out on top, or near it · 
But with her entire recruiting clJss gradua!ed 
md n:'l\'Cd on, 53\'C Schultz, a \'Oluntccr coach 
tlus =n, Hamun nmv SCf\'CS as the lone senior 
on a freshman-dominated squ;id. She is the only 
link on the cou."t to the past, present and future 
ofSaluki \'Ollcyb.ill. · 
It is a role that Hmnan relishes. 
"Some people might befiustrated ,-;th it after 
what happened last year, ha\ing such a great sea· 
son," Harman said. "But fm gbd to be able to 
guide these freshmen." 
And who better to show the ti'.cntcd fresh-
men the way than H:unun, who has seen it all in 
her fi\'e years as a Saluki. · 
She has experienced a . redshift season and 
sef\'Cd time as a dependable s12ner. She under-·· 
stmds what it's like to suffer from a chronic 
injuty and has been forced to cheer the team on· 
from the bench at times throughout her am:r 
as a Saluki. 
1bis sea.son happens to be a peak among many 
,'3!1eys for the: ~ncy natn-c who leads the team 
in kills, kill. pct game, digs and d;gs pct game and 
is on track to shatter career highs in each. ' 
Harman has recorded coubles-doubles in 
But I'm glad to be able to guide these freshmen." 
- Kelly Harman 
SIU volleyball 
AM• l:A ARNOLD - DAILY ECYYTIAN 
SIU fifth-year senior Kelly Harman attacks the ball against Iowa in a game earlier 
this season. Harman, in her first year as team captain, is leading the team in_ kills 
with 62 and digs with 73. · · 
Kelly Harman's career stats 
Year· ::K: ,'.E<'.t ';TA Pc('.. :'Di 
1999 RS RS RS RS RS 
2000 ·44 -26 154 -~117, •1261, 
2001 141 59 406 .202 44 
:2002 ;,:-6·, ·lE .-37· ~:135. -'10:· 
2003 62 35 226 .ll9 73 
Total 253 ·1°31 823'. ~148\ J53: 
career highs 
·,: 
20 vs. Creighton 
(10/6/01) 
20 vs. Buffalo 
(9/5/03) 
6-1 vs. Buffalo 
(9/5/03) 
3 vs. SMS 
(10/19/01) 
off SCf\'CS to rally the Salukis on their way to 
,;cr-,ry. 
•My role was ifl had to get called in, go in and 
get a kill 1ight away," H:uman said. "That's what 
I was looked upon for." 
·lbis season, hO\\'C\"Cf, Harman's role has 
changed trc:tncndously. She is no longer counted 
upon to provide momentum when the Salukis 
desperately need a sp:uk. As the '.:l captain 
and most ccpcrienccd pla)-cr, she is now cxpccted 
to be the most consistent pla}'Cf on the team: 
"Now I tlunk of myself as needing to be a 
team leader," H:uman said. "I wmt to be the .c.. 
one that's in there leading in kills and shmving 
thc:tn the way things need to be done, keeping the 
intensity up and making sure that people know 
what they're doing on the court" · 
Head coach Sonya Locke, who decided to 
· lean on H:uman this season because of her std· 
lar grasp of the systc:tn, bcliC\'CS Harman is more 
than capable of keeping the team focused and in 
rune on the court. 
•0ur cxpcctitions a.n: \'Cl)' high of somebody 
like that who's been in our 5>-stc:rn, • Locke said. 
"The biggest pat on the back a coaching stiff 
could C\'Cf rcct.~'C is for a senior to be out on 
the court because you\-c gn-cn thc:tn \'irtually 
C\'cything )'Oil need in tools to be a contributing 
mcrr.bcr of the team." 
Now it is Harman's tum to contnoute and 
pass along her tools to the freshme.7, who look to 
her as a rock to lean on when times get rough. 
The freshmen appreciate H:umau's posirni: 
attitude and ha~ing the experienced senior as 
their guide, one who is always there to keep spirits 
· high and to encoungc thc:tn after mistakes. 
''When we need a big play, I know I can go 
to her because she \\'On't be the one m-crwhclrned 
with the situation because she'! been around," 
frc:shman settu Holly Marita said. -She makes 
C\-:J)trung calm, and she makes C\'Cl) body realize 
that if )'Oil nu.kc one mistake it's not that big of a 
three of the Salukis six matches and has set a fa= when she didn't~ a lot of pla.)ing time ( .ical, )'Oil just need to fix it next time." 
c:uccr high in digs ,-ith 20 in a loss to Buffalo in she was always upbeat and V':I)' positr.>t, accord- · TI,e shin splints a.n: still in the back of 
the Saluki Imit1tional. ing to junior libc,ro Erica Miller. . Haroun's mind, and she takes CVCf"f precaution 
But it wasn't always tlus·wayfor Harm.in. With the rugging pain in her. shins com- . possible to keep them from flaring u~ and cut· 
Beginning to show promise in her sophomore bined with the hot pby of senior outside hitters ting her senior season short But C\'CO if it did. 
yor, Harman started at outside 'luttc:r through Kc:tnner, Cains and Nelson, Hmnan pla)'Cd only she would still st1y upb,:at about the future cf 
the first half of the season. But shin splints forced a spot role for the team last year. Forced to watch the Salukis and fc:cl fortUnatc to be a part of tlus 
her to the sidelines, which was a serious blow to most of the Salukis' stol)book scason -from the team. .. . . 
her nC'Vfound role on the team. bench, Hmnan finished \\ith a crc:cr-lmv six · Although many of the' Saluki freshmen will' 
"There \Y'.IS a ::ouple games when Sonya kills and 10 digs. . . . :. likdy be thinking how lucky they. arc not to be -
\Y'.IS wanting to use her but she couldn', because · But Hmnan did ha\-c her momcn\3 of gloiy graduating come senior night, just as Harman 
Kelly's shins \\"CfC just bothaing her too much,• in the Salukis' run to the finals of the l\Iissouri ! a&m;.ttcd she was, it \\ill be hard for thc:tn to for--
recalls Schultz, Harman's tca.nrnatc of four years Vallcy Confc:rcnce Tournament . . ·.. ~-et the lone senior who w:1s there to assist them 
and current roommate. ."The jumping and stuff · With SIU trailing 4-9 in game foot of its · in their transition to the college game. . . 
w:is just too much r,; handle.• · · . · opcrung round match \'Cl'S\JS lllinois St1tc, , And the fc:cling \\ill be mutual for H:uman. ·· 
It was a difficult time for Harman, who has Harman sparked the Salukis by smashing a kill "I really like all of the girls, and it ii·~ chance 
been pla)ing wllC)ball since the fifth grade. · through the Redbirds' right side. Th.at poi.,t was to make a lot of nC\V fiiend-, with 13 nC\V pla)-crs," 
"It was very frustrating," Harman said. follO\\'Cd by another Harman kill two plays later, H~ said. "I know that they arc great play-
"Nobody rcally knO\\'S what kind of pain you're . ; igniting a 14-4 run .that would put Illinois St1tc crs, and! tlunk wcil be going places that a lot of 
going through. It's not like a sprained ankle away for good. . . . . people di~'t ~ us to go.~ : . ·· · · · 
where )'OU can see it's S\\'Ollen' or bruised ori .. ····• And in the Salukis' scmi-fuul match against 
somctlung like that".· . . ''. Southwest Missouri St1tc, Harman sparked SIU 
· Relegated to the bench and the training room, · with her serving. Facing dirnination and a 11)-18; 
Hannan still managed to keep her spirits high. deficit, Harman rc:cled offthrcc.~ght Fts_·. 
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BRENNER 
cmmsum FROM rAGE 24 
Our sports editor, who is also a 
contributor to the magazine, told SI 
about the dismal football fan base 
and the tailgatcrs, but also pointed 
out the insanity surrc.unding !ast 
year's b.tskctb,ul season. Of course, 
SI i~orcd it. · 
Yes. SIU is not a great football 
school. If you oruy look at football, 
fan apathy is rampant. But support 
fN other progr.1ms is constant and 
r.1bid year-round. ln being dubbed 
the worst college sports town in 
America, Sports Illustr.1ted con-
veniently overlooked a few dozen 
things, such as: 
• The dozens of people who 
camped out overnight to secure 
tickets for the SIU-Creighton game, 
and the fact all student tickets were 
~ gone within 45 minutes after the 
ticket window opened. The tem-
per.1rure that night was in the 20s. 
• The SIU Arena that day had 
more energy than any sporting e\·ent 
I had ever been to, or C\'Cr will go 
to. 
• The 28-game "inning streak 
psychotic SIU fans ha\'C inspired. 
• The 402 people who filled 
Da\ies G)mnasium for \'Olle)i>all's 
opener, despite a team that is not 
likely to go far. 
• The Hill at Abe Martin Field, 
which dr.1ws drunk but passionate 
fans. \Vhat other school can say its 
-'Udents inspired a r.1!1y \\ith a beer 
bong? 
• The best softball stadium in the 
-:.lidwest. 
Somehow, those things were 
omitted from the small h:urb on 
page 25 damning us to · collegiate 
hell. 
But take heart, Saluki fans. To 
C\'Cn be considered as cine of the 
worst sportS schools, the 'uni,..ersi1l: 
in question had to ha\-c at least two 
decent programs. The selections 
were made out of what SI felt 
. were the top 70 sports schools in 
the countty, and not listed were 
two Illinois schools that arc, in my 
opinion, much worse than SIU 
- \Vestern and Eastern. 
SIU was up against teams "ith 
Dhision I-A football teams and 
b.1sketball programs not considered 
to be mid-major. The fact we C\'Cn 
m.1de the list is somC\vhat iittprcs~ 
si\-c. But I still do not think we're 
last. \Vc're definitely lower-tier, but 
not last. 
SI also considered Bill Stale, 
l\lississippi State, Texas Tech, 
Baylor and Western Michigan. 
My pick would ha\'C been Baylor. 
At least our pla)-Crs don't shoot each 
other, and judging by Tony Young's 
17-)-car-old car, they arc not getting 
paid, either. 
So what is the answer? \Vhat 
should \\'C do about this? 
Get mad, get upset - and get 
C\'Cn. 
Let's fill l\l~Andrcw Sarurday 
night. Foothill fan or . not, let's 
cram the student· section. I want 
to sec the ugly gray bleachers of the 
foothill stadium covered in maroon, 
and 111 make sure there is a DAILY 
EGYPTIA." photogr.1phcr there to 
shoot it. . 
Of course, this is not likely. 
I ha\'C the leadership ability and 
influence of a park bench. But just 
wait until basketball season. There 
,\ill be no tailgatcrs, no apathy, the 
Arena ,\ill be packed and some of 
the games will be on tc!C\i·;ion to 
show it. 
Then I can call Sports Illustrated 
and tell them where they can insert 
their next issue. 
Comments rrgarding this col:mn or tht 
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ULTIMATE HIP-HOP PAR'l'r. 
$2 STOU FLAVORS & SAILOR JERRY'S • ·s1.so ;;AILS. 
$1.50.BUD & BUD LIGHT 
---FRIDAY-------
$2 CAPTAIN & Jt\CK 
$1.7.1 ALL MICHaCB BOTTLES.• $1.50 COPPER DRAFiS 
SATURDAY . . 
D YE TA-MHltl 
$2.50 LONG ISLANDS • $1.75 COORS LIGHT 
· $2 ALL BACARDI FLAVORS 
DAILY &vmAN SPORTS 
TENNIS 
CONTINUED FROM rAGE 24 
Bojan ·m~vski - both of whom 
, , Otier there u•e have like fit-e played.: in the . spring for the 
American players; and only two .. Dai:W;~y .lias basically built}his 
A~crican players and only two or 
three foreigners,• Nomicos said. 
or three foreigners. It's ki,ula' team from scratch, having only 
had three scholarship players on 
different here because ewry g11y the squad when she took over the "It's kinda different here 
because c\·cry guy is · from a 
different region of the world. 
Because we arc all foreigners, I 
think in America that makes us 
a bit similar." 
is from a different region .. · program in the fall of 2000. 
f he Id · B II She said she thinks things o I ll'OT • ecause we are a arc starting to fall into place 
foreigners,. I think in America and expects big things from 'the 
Nomicos was ranked No. 
4 in junior competition . in his 
Romania. 
, Salukis this season. 
that makes llS a bit similar." "It takes a little time to get the 
kind of players in.you want and · 
then for them to get the experi-
ence that they need and to move 
forward as a team as well," Jeffrey 
said. 
Jeffrey expcm him to be a 
- AIHandru Nomlcos 
junior, SIU tennis 
strong player at the top of the 1 spot this weekend when the 
Saluki lineup. Salukis travel to l\lurfrcesboro, 
But as has been the case for the Tenn., for the Middle Tennessee 
past couple )-Cars, thc'S)U lineup ··Classic. _ 
is very balanced with not much In addition · to Nomicos and 
difference in skill level between Bong, SIU . is also bolstered ·by. 
the six members of the team. juniors Julian Angel Botero and 
Peter Bong, the team's lone Lukasz Soswa and second-year 
senior, will likely play at the No. playl"rs_ · Tomas Gonzalez and 
"I think we're on our way, and 
I think we're gonna have a real 
good yc:i.r this year." 
&porttr Todd Mmhant . 
ran ht rtadxd at 
tmcrchant@dailycg)l'tian.com 
MEN'!i TENNl!fi i!!DD3 Ill 
- SCHEDULE '5M1'lll'l!i, 
· TOURNAMENT 
Middle Tennessee Classic 
Kentucky Invitational 
Louisville Invitational 
















Pragne, Czech Republic 
Targoviste, Romania 
Surrey, B.C, Canada 
CODES "We ccrt~inly don't ·have any-thing I would call firrn and fast in 
CONTINUED FROM rAGE 24 place right now,• Kowalczyk said. 
"Although that is something we 
"Believe me, I · understand the need to explore, but with where our 
whole aspect that kids have to reprc- program. is at right now, we're not 
sent their team and their ------· _ in a hurty to. rush into 
school and their family, an)1hing.• 
but mistakes arc going , 'As soon as '\IOU SIU is certainly not 
to be made," Hewitt .J the only school yet ,o 
said. "Because some- adopt a poUcy like explore a uniform disci-
body is an 18-)'Car-old that, jOU basically plinc pclicy. In fact, it is 
baskctbill pla)-cr doesn't not even t.,c only school 
create a siruation where hat•e 10 tum right i-: the Missouri Valley 
that person is going to around and change Conference hesitant · to 
make decisions that arc do so. 
any more mature than it again because · Northern Iowa 
another 18-)-car-old." every simation Athletic. Director Rick 
Despite tt,e contro- i~ just SO different. Hartzell said he thinks 
vcrsy his school's decision a uniform policy is a 
has spurred, Pollard said If jOU make jmt misguided attempt 
that Wisconsin has thus · one poUcy~ you're at discipline, in . · part 
far found its •.'.lliform · because of the multitude 
policy to be bcnefici~l. pretty much forced of disparities that often 
Regardless · of what to stick io the arise with infractions of 
has taken place on other I ., th la athletic codes. 
campuses, SIU Athletic etter 01 e W, "As soon as you adopt 
. Director Paul Kmvalczyk and you hat·e no .a policy like that, you 
said that for the time room IO examine ~asically have to rum 
bcint, he will continue nght around and change 
to viC\v disciplinaty cases indiddual cases.,, it . again because every 
on an individual basis. _ Rick Hartzell situ!tion is just !o differ-
Kowalczyk said the athletic director, ent: Hartzell sa1~. 
Unh·ersit)' currently Northern lowd If you make JUSt one 
docs not ha\'C a specific policy,you'rcprcttymuch 
discipline code in place, forced to stick ·to the let-
but he would not rule out the pos-· · icr of the law, andyou ha\'.e no rooni 
sibility of the school adopting one to examine individual cases." 
in the fururc. That, is something Hartzell said; 
: You could fmd nfr. Right. 
Until then, there's nothin~ . 
. wrong with finding, 
Dir~ rightDO.lU. 
FRANK SOLARES - OAtLY ECYP!IAN 
he has· only had to do twice in 
his four years as athletic director 
:.~ Northern Iowa, a number he 
attributes to his staunch policy on 
domestic abuse infractions. · · 
"In all o:hcr cases we let the law 
run its course before Wt' step in, bl!t 
any infractions invohing women is 
something we don't - hesitate on," 
Hartzell said. "That's something we 
tell cvety kid on our teams before 
each season and I think it really hits 
home." 
As universities across the nation 
differ on their stances on discipline 
of athletes; one belief that is not in 
dispute is that higher standards exist 
for trurlent-athlctcs. Kowalczyk said 
he docs not think student-athletes 
at SIU arc treated any differently 
than the rest of the sf.Udcnt body, 
but he is not sure if that is the case 
clsC\vhcrc. 
Hartzell, on the other hand, 
S3id he has no rt;Sef\-ations about 
,vhcthcr . ·or . not· student-athletes 
arc .under ·greater scrutiny than the 
average college srudcnt. · · 
"They basically live in. a fish-
bowl," Hartzell said. "They ha\·c to 
take a full load of classes, put in 20 
hours of practice and games, )'Ct still 
be expected to. maintain a higher 
grade point average than the rest of 
the student body_.~ 
&pcr,~AnJy Hoi-oi:zy 
ran ht rrac/xd at · 
wo~n~@~y~:i'~n.-~m 
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slu softball returns hpme for toprnament 
SH) plays host 
to fall tourney 
· this weekend · 
Ethan Erickson 
Daily Egyptian 
For the first time ·since advanc~ 
ing to the NCAA regional finals 
in May, the SIU softb;ill te;im wili. 
play a home game. 
The Salukis play host to their fall 
invitational Saturday and Sunday at 
Charlotte West Stadium-Rochman 
Field in an event that will allow 
head coach Kerri Blaylock to get a 
, ,1 tmly think this is a learning 
experience, a team experience 
for us to get together and know 
each other and see what we 
· ned to u:ork on and our 
uieaknesses to improve on." 
-Amy Hane 
junior, SIU softball 
feel for her players, five of who arc 
in their first year on the t!:am. !ilU !iDFTBALL "We're gonna let everybody play, 
let everybody play positions," head 
coach Kerri Blaylock said. 
"Just really get a feel for let-
ting th~ kids get in here.and get 
§CHEDULE FALL i!003 
DATE TOURNAMENT 
comfortable: · · 
Sept._ 13-14 Saluki Invite -· 





The tournament marks the fint 
of three straight weekends in which 
the team will compete in fall tour-
n•.ments; with the level of difficulty 
increasing each week. . · 
Sept~·21-2~ Sf:pne City Tournament --------·..;.·----------------------~ The Salukis \viii wrap up the fall 
season in Joliet the lasi: weekend in 
September, where they'll face con- . here an·d lose this wee~nd: local junior colleges as the Salulci~ 
fercncc rival Illinois State, DePaul The tournament will alio·be•a will face John A: Logan and 
and Notre Dame. - · softball reunion· of sorts. Blaylcck · Rend· Lake. They will play SIU-
Despite the fact th.it the Salukis , will face her former high school Edwardsville as well as Tennessee~ 
will only face one Division I team - coach; Bruce Jilek, who's now the Martin, the only Division I team on 
this weekend, ~turning ace Amy head coach at John A. Logan. the slate.· · . . . 
Harre . isn't. going · to chalk. this . Numerous Southern Illinois natives . ' · But the competition isn't the 
week's games up in the win co\'umn , playlng on all of the teams invoh'Cd · most important aspect. . . 
too soon. · . will also be returning.· •1 truly think this is a learning 
"It looks like· the tournament up ... "This tournament is about pre-. experience, a team experience for us 
in Chicgo will have. sonic really· viewing Southern Illinois softball," to get together and know ,~ach other 
good competition up · there, not Blaylock said. · : '.: :. · and see what we need tc, work on 
that the· othei: tournaments won't; •UT-Martin has kids, SIUE has·•.: and qur weakn-~sses to improve on," 
Harre said. · kids. It's a lot of Southern Illinois · H:ure said . 
. "But like I said you ·can't really kids coming b.ack to playsoftball: . " · Harre and the rest of the team 
look past. anybody because you The tournament also ·giv~-~: have to get used to the four frcsh-
dcfinitely.don't want to come out_ Blaylock an· opportunity to s<:°ut men .and senior transfer pitcher 
FRANK SOI.ARES - DAILY ECYPTIAN 
. Alison Thompson, and they'll get 
to do it in a game atmosphere in · 
f1. ·1t of family and fans. · 
"I've talked to a lot of students, 
and a lot of people in the· commu-
nity have asked when we're playing · -· 
and thcy'r: excited· to flnal!y get to 
come watch .:s again," Harre said. 
"It's great to be back. A lot of 
people are excited to sec us play. 
It'll be great to just get to play some 
games again against some good 
competition." 
&pcrttr EJhan Erichon 
can he rrad,ed at 
eerickson@dailycgyptian.com 
Saluki ·men's gOlf a1:tenipts 
to make it two in a roW 





Aft~r ,~inning the Steve Harris 
Invitational earlier this week, 
the SIU men's golf squad will 
attempt to duplicate the feat, this 
time against more and stronger 
.:ompetition. 
Starting Sunday, the Salukis 
will compete in the D.A. Weibring 
Invitational, an c,·cnt sponsored 
by fellow MVC school Illinois 
State. The Redbirds, who finished 
second in last spring's MVC 
championships, have brought in a 
field that includes numerous other 
quality schools, both league and 
non-lc:igue. 
This will be the first time 
many of SIU's newcomers will 
face off with most of the confer-
ence schools while wearing Saluki 
uniforms. Three of the five players 
who helped the Salukis _win their 
first tournament earlier this week 
arc in· their first year as Salukis. 
0 "These arc three new kids, and 
they're just wanting · to play golf 
and play die best competition that 
we possibly can; head coach Leroy 
Newton said. 
"That ·will be ·a good indication · Norman was named the 
of where we stand on some of the · conference's golfer of 'the week 
_ Valley teams." \Vednesday, but Newton doesn't 
Junior college trans- · · expect . Norman -. or 
for. Brian Norman, who his· teammates to·· 1ose . 
finished : third at .. thL - . . ' focus ' . 
Harris Invitational, is ''They're prc;tty ' "Th~y're pretty ievel-
still fighting an upper- level-headed. AJ . headed; Newton said of 
respiratory •infection U'e u:ere ._ his troops. · ·.: 
that limited his practice '· "As we were coming 
time. coming home home: in the van, they 
"I expect to do really in the l'(ln, they weren't· really jubilant. 
well: -I put myself in They just said ifwe play 
pretty good position to U'eren't really our golf game and do 
win last tournament, ptbilant. They just what we're supposed to, 
and I expect to do the said if we play our evcrything's gonna be 
same," Norman said. pretty good.- · · 
·rm still not feeling golf game and do \Vi:,ning isn't the 
really good, but hope- what U'e're most important thing at 
fully- by this weekend this point in the season, 
I'll be. feeling a little supposed to, though. Fall golf is 
better: ei•erything's gonna mainly used as practice 
Accordinj! to for the· spring; which 
Newton, · N<>rm.m is be pretty good." culminates with the 
eager to play against _ Leroy Newton MVC champicnships. 
strong competition. SIU men's head "\Ve're · happy about 
~He wants to play the golf COld1 winning the first tour-
best competition that he nament, but we're hop-
can, and he knows that the Valley's ing to build on that to play good 
good competition," Newton said. competition," Newton said. 
"He wants to play against "\Ve might not win another 
the Illinois State kids. He wants tournament, but as long as we can 
to play_ against the Southwest pby well, we want to prepare fur 
[Missouri State] and Northern the scas.>n in the spring.-
Iowa, so he's ready to play. He 
really doesn't care who· he plays, 
just as long as they're 6ood com-
petition.-
lvparttr EJhan Eruhan 
can he muhtd at 
ccrickson@dailycgyptian.com 
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SIU men's tennis ready to ~1.1rn corn,r · 
Waterloo 
arid' other·· Saluki~, stocked 
with talent, looks to 
prove it on the court 
Todd Merchant 
Daily Egyptian 
The six members of the SIU 
men's tennis team were going 
through their regular warm-up 
routine prior to practice Tuesday 
aftmioon when a group of girls in 
tennis skirts strolled through the 
gates at the Unh'Crsity Courts. 
It was the Carbondale 
Community High School girls ten-
nis team. They \\'Cre there to play 
Centralia, and they needed to use 
the south courts.: So the SIU men · 
quickly packed up their equipment 
and shuttled off to the north courts 
to begin their practice 
Judging by their roster and 
schedule, that may be one of the few 
times the Salukis arc pushed around 
on a tennis court this season. 
In its founh year under the lead~ 
ership of Missy Jeffrey, SIU may 
finally be ready to turn the comer 
in its rebuilding process. 
The Salukis have a fa\·orable 
sciledule next spring, with sC\'l!I'al 
conference matc..½es at home. But 
the biggest factor that may help 
catapult them up the league stand-
ings is their rdatn'C maturity. 
This is the · first time during 
her tenure at SIU that Jeffrey has 
not had any rookies on he:- rostc;r. 
Eveiy member of the team has at 
least one spring season under the 
belt, including junior Alexandro 
Nomicos, a transfer from the . 
University of Oklahoma. ~ _ 
The nati\'C of Romania came 
to SIU after the Sooncrs ~ out 
of scholarships and could not give 
him one. He had already adapted 
to· America ,faring his _time in 
Oklahoma, but now he is begin-
ning to feel more at heme. · 
"0\'Cr there we have like five 
See TENNIS, page 22 
ANT'HoNY SouP?Lt - iJAJI...Y EG'YP'TIAN' 
SIU freshman tennis player Bojan Jlievski returns a shot during the Saluki men's tennis clinic. The 
men's tennis season starts this weekend.when they head to Murfreesboro, Tenn:; for.the-Middle 
Tennessefi! Fall dassic. · · , · · · · 
BY MICHAEL BRENNER'· 
. cditorlikiu.cdu 
· We're .not· · 
.th€. worst::;;.;,;~;~: 
Ifj-ou ha\'Cn't already, .tilse 
a look at the Spam llll!Strated 
· Ori Campus inserted in today's 
DAiI.Y EGYPTIAN. • . 
· , · Flip to page 25, look at the 
box in the bottom left, read and 
feel the tliame. ' 
Sports illustrated has named : 
Carbondale the worst sports 
town in America. ·Not. lower. 
third or pretty bad-worst.·. 
- ~If you really want to talk bad 
~liege sports town, as in Yuba 
City-least livable sports town, 
\\'.e give you ••. Carbondale,'" th_c 
unnamed author wrote. 
The magazine cited a "local 
article,'" which turned out to be 
a shon front-page article in th~ 
Southern Illinoisan : following 
SIU's romp o,'Cr Quincy, as the 
basis for its conclusion. 
Scott Lambert pointc4 out, 
and accurately, that 1,000 f.m.s 
nC\'Ct made it into the stadium, 
. which is a . regular ocrurrcncc, 
and it ~de it to the fine people 
at SI. In tum, they iµadc it look 
like SIU was the South Side of 
<;:hitjigo. . . 
Lambert's article seems to. be 
the gist of Sports Illustrated's 
research, because only ignorance 
could produce such gerbil o:cre-
mcnt. A little research. would 
have shown an energized'. Salilki 
. fan base, but SI only looked at 
football. 
See E3RENNER, page 22 
Athletic Department diScipline codes draw attention 
Switch to uniform. 
policy a big 
question mark 
at some schools 
Andy Horonzy 
Daily Egyptian 
Violating team policies. Conduct 
detrimental to the team. Academic 
improprieties. 
These arc just some of the 
phrases often spouted by Di.vision 
I Athletic Dcpanment heads when 
fielding questions about the latest 
off-field transgression committed 
by their student-athletes. 
But perhaps the biggest question 
facing NCAA aduinistrators is not 
how to answer for• their athletes' 
misconduct, but ~tber how to pun-
ish them \\ithout providing prefer-
ential treatment. 
For some ~ools the answer is a 
uniform policy that gives the same 
credence to each infraction. 
One prominent =pnple of this 
philosophy is on display at the 
University of Wisconsin, which 
rca:ntly yanked the power to sus-
pend. pla)'Crs from its coaches and 
handed the reigns to a five-member 
special cominittce. 
At Wisconsin, if an athlete is 
arrested for breaking a law involv-
ing drugs, gambling or violence like the best solution m-ailablc.'" 48-31 rout of the University of 
- such as rape, assault or destruc- But · the' prevailing factor in Akron. · · · 
tion of property - the accu_sed is \Visconsin's decision was not a Alavarcz's type of decision-malc-
immcdiately suspended. · desire to follow the lead of other ing is exactly what Georgia Tech 
. While Wisconsin's di;ciplinc high-profile programs; it was male- men's basketball coach Paul HC\vitt 
policy may seem harsh to scmc, it ing sure that coaches were unable· told CNNSI.COM he thinks 
is not ,vithout pl"'cedent, according to hand ou_t puniFJhn::11ts based on should be ·accounted for by school's 
to its deputy athletir dircctor,Jamie a pla)'Cr's ,'aitic to the team or his :ir discipline policies. HC\vitt said that 
Pollard; · her status as a student-athlete. he supports the enforcement of 
"Vve looked . at• more than a · This task became even more such policies, but only if they apply 
Jozcn other· schools around the paramount after one such inc:dent to the entire student body as well as 
countn,' who already had similar occurred on ~e .Madison campus athletes. 
policies before deciding on this," earlier this year whcri defcnsivc'cnd '>t ~BcliC\'C me; .l understand the 
Pollard said of a list that includes . Darius Jones was ticketed for~ \ whole aspcct,that kids have to rep-
such prestigious . programs · as · driving and speeding. . .. tcscnt their team and· their school 
Nebraska, Maiyland and Arizona Rather than suspend Jones for :m:Uhcir. f.unily, but mistakes arc 
State. "This is something thatwe'vc the team's season-opener at- West -,, -
been debating on our campus. for Virginia, head football coach Barry ''se~ CODI:~, page 22 
the last )-C:U: or two and this seemed Al~ had Jones sit out last week's. 
